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ABSTRACT

Multimodalisrn is a new area of transportation and planning research that traverses
måny academic disciplines. This thesis explores the development possibilities of an inland

multimodal container port in Wiruripeg, from a community and planning perspective. The
thesis takes a proactive approach to planning, provides an understanding of Winnipeg's
relationship with the trarsportation industry, and fully explains the technological as well
as the operational irurovations that have accelerated the introduction

of multimodalisn in

the transportation industry.
The most contentious issue involves building a new container facility in the City,
and abandonment of existing container facilities. In practice application of growth pole
and industrial location theories provide a relevant theoretical context for dealing with
relocation of C.N.R. and C.P.R. intermodal yards to the Winnipeg International Airport
site. Selection of the site adjacent to the airport is considered to be critical, because the
site provides the most appropriate multimodal linkage to air, rail, and truck transportation

networks. This fits into the overall concept

of the multimodal container port as a

performance center, with the ability of accommodating both on-site and off-site facilities,

that can be utilized for assembly, repackaging, and warehousing.
The essential a¡eas of research include land-use, environmental issues, community
concerns, policy fonnulation, and planning implications of such a facility. Finally, policy
recommendations are introduced to provide direction in plan making, and a recorunended

plaming process of public participation that benefits the community, and stakeholders.
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TERMS OF REIIERENCE

Area:

Refers to the physical extent of the land that is designated

to accommodate a terminal, hub or port.

Capacity:

Describes the size, warehousing capabilities, and future
expansion potential of the area for handling containers.

Containers:

Describes a rectangular steel box that is built to hold freight

during transportation - they curently come

n

20 feet, 40

feet,45 feet, and 53 feet sizes.

Cranes:

Refers to the lifting machinery tlrat is used to facilities the
easy movement

of containers from one mode to another,

and for storage of containers.

Door-to-door:

Exemplifies

a service delivery of

containers

to the

customers place of business as the final destination point.

Doublestack:

Means that containets are stacked two-high, one on-top of
another on specially built railway cars.

Equipment:

Is the machinery that a¡e employed in the movement and
storage of containers.

Hub/Port:

Exemplifies the üansportation facility

in a city or

municipality that acts as a¡r interface point for a variety of
transport modes.

vlt

Intennodalism:

Refers to the movement of containers between two transport

modes such as rail to truck or ship to rail.

Just-in-time:

Emphasises the concept of delivering goods to markets at

the time when they are needed most, thus minimizing
invernoty holdings.

Multimodalism:

Refers to the coordinated movement of containers amongst
various transport modes in which intermodalism becomes a
zubset in the overall transportation concept involving rail,

ship, air, and truck.

Multimodal Terminal:

An

interface point

for âfo, rail and truck with

the

appropriate supporting infrasfuctu¡e to acconunodate the
ease

with which containers can be moved from one mode

to another.

Off-site Facility:

A

site that is used for container classification, container

storage, an as

a

staging point

for the distribution of

containers.

On-site Facility:

A site that is the main interface point for the transfer of
containers amongst various modes such as air, rail and
truck.

TEU's:

Means

a twenty-foot equivalent unit that is used as a

reference for the number of containers.

vltt
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INTRODUCTION

STATEIVÍTI{T OF PT]RPOSE

'lhe purpose of this thesis is to erplore the location and planning implications of a Multimodal
Container Port adjacent ûo Winnipsg Intemational Airport (W.I.A.).
cont¿iner yards are being operated in

At

the present

ti-e, two inærmodal

Winnþg by Canadian National North America (C.N.R.)

Canadian Pacifïc Rail Sysûems (C.P.R.). Fundamentally, rhis ússis addresses the possibility of

and by

emalg"rr6ot

the existing intermodal rail yards into a single inland multimodal port operation, ûo serve as an interface

facility for three Eansportâtion modes (i.e. rail, road, and air). Four key questions that are addressed

(1)

What is multimodalism and how can an undentanding of

ie applicability

are:

be explained by theory

of Growth Pole and Industrial I¡cation?

a>

'What

are the problems facing the existing intermodal rail-road yards?

(3)

What are the advantages of moving to a siúe adjacent ro V/.I.A. to create a multimodal facility?

(4)

How could a multimodal container pon be achieved?

DENNITION
Multimodalism cån be defined as the movement of goods âmongst varior¡s modes of nansporr

Essentially this thesis defines multimodalism as the effìcient combination
transportation

of different modes of

to faciliate the movement of goods from their va¡ious poins of origin

ø their final

destinrtion poinß, on a consistent on-time basis, with minimrrm h¡ndti¡g, and in the most cost effective
mânner, while mnintaining the continuor¡s flow of the goods.

PROBLEM STATEMAYT

Multimodalism is a new atea of research in uansportation tbat cross€s academic disciplines.

fte

thesis specifically lools at issues of industial location, la"d-r¡se, transportation planning, and associated
environmental concems.

(191)

fhis

inægraæd approach to planning bas been described by Perks and Jamieson

as "interlocking instiurtions" (p. 488)

in the field of professional planning.Itprovides a framework

for relevant deparments to collaborate with each other on the development of the multimodal facility.

The essential theme to bear in mind is tbat the city
Jamieson, 1991: p.,ß9) tbat

is

developed

iself is a "composite artifacl @erls and

on land that bas been duly segrnented and developed to

accommodate a variety of frmctions. This aspect of land-use planning is essential ûo the overall development

process

in any siæ planning, and forms a critical component in the overall concept of

development controls such as zoning and environmenal sanda¡ds which are required

establishing

in developing a

multimodal facility. Furthermore, an attempt is made to provide a clear r:mderstanding of the operational
conc€pt of multimodalism, the location planning issues, and proactive planning. Proactive planning is r¡sed

in the

sense

to encourage planners

ûo

tal€ the initiative in providing direction, and to become active

participants in fosæring ideas on development, and development proposals.

Multimodal development, like any development, should be deærmined not only by economic factors
but also by social goals, and shor¡ld reflect the present and fun¡re needs and aspirations of the mmmunity
involved" These goals are either formulaæd directly by governments or by various public bodies. Lil,e other

forms of development the multimodal container port will tala place in a defìnite geographic space which
raises unique envi¡onmental issues. This is due to the fact tbat the physiographic environment cîeates

specific consEaints and opportunities such as environmental, soil, ærrain and drainage concen¡s.

Therefore, a thorough lnowledge of the physical envi¡onment may modify any decisions, not only

in tbe use of land-use planning but also when dealing with location, environment and policy issues. This
lnowledge is imporant in sinntions where location and land-use are tied

ø

the development of economic
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activities such as a multimodal container port, where planning policy is utilized as a ûool

ûo

conEol or guide

develop'ment.

The development and ñmcúon of

aly activity also

and man-made). Hence, the prime responsibility

depends on va¡ious resources (humaq nah¡ral

of the planner is to define, through an analysis of

development possibilities, the opportunities and consraints

for various forms of development, and

the

alternative courses of action. Any anelysis should concentrate on cbaracærizing particular activities by
specifying their tesource requiremenß and side effects. The information gathered will provide a major input

into the analysis of the existing Canadian Pacific inærmodal yard at Selkirk Avenue and also the Canadian
National intermodal yard at

rüilks

Avenue. The analysis will concenúate on examining existing intermodal

yards and their ability to expand container activity. The site adjacent üo V/.I.A.

will also be evaluated in

terms of its fun¡re relationship with businesses tbat a¡e in close proximiry ûo the area. In this thesis the
relationship is benveen the nvo intemodal yards, the raffic problems they cîeate, and the ease with which
manufacturers c¿ìn acoess Eansportation facilities.

The principle cballenge lies in the planning implications of maintaining the status quo of the rwo

existing intermodal yards, or developing a new multimodal faciliry

in the vicinity of the Winnipeg

International Airport. The ultimate cballenge is that land resources are required, and the move

ûo

the airport

involves moving existing resources, inroducing new equipment, deveþing agricultural land tbat meeß the

requiremenb of inú¡strial land-rse, environmental issues, and the concen¡s of neighbours.

AIMS

The aim of this thesis is to deærmine the industrial location and the other plenning implications

of a multimodal container port in

\try'innipeg, on land adjacent ûo Winnipeg Inærnational

Airport. This will

be achieved through the following process:

1.

Erytlore the factors thøl øre inflaencing the general growth of muhimodalÍsm;

2.

ExphÍ.n the ratìonalc

for Wínnþeg develaphg

ø

multímodsl container port adjøcent

b

Wínnþeg

Internatíonal Airyort;

3.

Iìlcntily locational and lanil-use pros ønd cons of usíng the existing htermodal yørds, versus ø
new

4

føciliÍy al the Winnþeg Internøtinnal Airport;

ldentify the environmental social and neighbourhooil impøcts that míght resuh from the new

løcilrÐ in lYinnþeg; ønd,

5.

Examine ihe land-use ønd ínfrastructure chønges requbed to providc a multimoilal føcilily at
Wínnþ e g Intern øtìonal Aírporl

DATA AND METEODS

Data

Information on V/innipeg's industrial locations, laad-supply, environmental issues, infrastruch¡re
services, and land-use zoning regulations

will be r¡sed to specifically higttight the appropriateness of

rhe

airport siæ. This information is based on ståtistics provided by various deparmens in the City 6f Winnipsg.
Data on environmental issues a¡e based on studies conducæd by Transport Canada on the W.LA. siæ and
areas adjacent to the airport. Additional statistics on the annual mmber of containers and trailers handted

5
at C.P.R. and CN.R. road and rail intermodal facilities are included in the appendices, and rued to provide
estimates of existing and future container and

railer voltmes. This information is intended to provide

the

basis for the transfer of these activities and the multimodal terminal at the airport.

Air freight in Winnipeg is limited at the present time,

Air

CÆada and Canadian Airlines Inærnational

so data on V/innipeg's comtainer volumes

for

is based on ståtistics provided by Canadian Airlines

Inæmational. The airline containers are dissimilar to overland containers in sbape and size, and are not
intermodal. Instead" air freight bas to be repackaged for overland container transportation- .rhe toal
container volume for the air courier companies in V/innipeg is based on estimates ftom Trans¡nrt Canada.

Collectively, these statistics form the ûotal container volumes for \ilinnipeg. Statistics Can¿d¿ data is also
included in the appendices to show the magnitude of air, rail and road modes in ærms of mercbandise
revenues transported from Asia, Europe and the United States into Maniûoba.

Method

The approach adopted by the author is based on a critical assessment and carefr¡l analysis ofthe issues, as

follows:

Fdrsr,

is an in-depth

research

into the general bacþround sf Y/innipeg, and its continuing

relationship with the üansportation industry.

Second, the impact

loc¿tions in

Winnþg

of

æchnological innovations that fæær tra¡sition of indr¡strial and commercial

is erylored in ærms of the issues in relocating industrial lands within the urban space,

and how this relocation

will affect the rise of multimodalism.

6
Third, ß a broad review of "Growth Pole" and "Industrial Location" theories by Francais Perroux
and Alfred rüeber respectively, as well as others. Together, the approach to "Growth Pole," and "Industrial

Location " provides the context for the thesis assertion that the propæed multimodal port development

will

provide the impens for industries !o choose the north-west quadrant of the city as their prefened locatiorU
and tbat

will result in creating a growth pole for manufactr¡ring, transportation, and warehousing industries.

Fourth, is the application of "Growth Pole" and "Indr¡strial Location" to explain the ultimaæ
location of the multimodal contâiner port, and the development of the airpon
deærmined that implications

siúe as a

growth pole.

If it

is

for each a¡ea suggesß relocation of activities, then a processes can be

suggesæd to facilitaæ the outcome.

Firth,ß using

the environmental resea¡ch from Transport Canada in developing mitigation measures

into land-use plans and development policies tbat take into consideration the unique physiographic qualities
such as &ainage problems tbat are associated with the siæ adjacent

Sixth, ß using the information from the fourth and

ø

the airport.

fifth methods above

as the basis for a ph¡æical

layout that is applicable to the siæ adjacent to the winnipeg Inærnationat Airporr

Seventh, the

final step concludes the thesis and provides some insight into areas of policy

formulation and policy recommendations. Statistical data and other relevant materials a¡e contained in the
appendices and bibliography.
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STUDY LIMITATIONS

this

thesis does not deal with the areas of inquiry lisæd below. They include the following:

.

Tte development of the indusrial land structu¡e in V/innipeg;

o

The impact of a multimodal facility on other indr¡strial areas of the City (for example,

industrial areas east of the Red River);

o

The logistics of providing tra¡sit service to the multimodal facility;

¡

The means of financing the multimodal facility;

.

An Environmental Lnpact Assessment (E.I.A.);

.

A deailed indusnial subdivision plan

and"
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CHAPTER

1

BACKGROTJND LITERATURE

1.

PURPOSE

This chapter outlines a chnonology of V/innipeg's role as L gutuway to the west, and its lend-r¡se
relationship with the transportation industry through different stages of æchnological innovations. An attempt

is made to show the influence of Canadian Pacific railway in the ultimate location and development of
supporting businesses such as hoæls and restiauranß

tlat accompanied

the a¡rival

of the railway in

V/innipeg. The nan¡ral progression of the transportation business from the time when cargo was Eansported

in bales to the present when freight is transporæd in containers will be highligbted. In addition the dynamics

of individr¡al trans'port modes and inærmodal combinations will be *ade more apprent.

The container "revolution" will be assessed to show the tbree phases in its development from sea
üo

air. The value of the çs¡teine¡ in providing secudty for freight, and the advantages of doublest¿cking and

modal interchangeability will be assessed

information

will

multimodalism.

ûo

show how

demonstrate how the r¡se

this

of

it

has enabled shippers to avoid borlenecls. This

containerized freight bas contributed

to the rise of

new phase in the City's long relationship with the transportation in&rstry

as the firamework for deærmining the existence of new opportunities for winnipeg.

will

serve

1.1

WINNIPEG'S TRANSPORTATION ROLE

V/innipeg's role as a transpofation "Gateway'' sta¡ted in the pioneer days of the early nineteenth
century when the Assiniboine, Red and Winnipsg Rivers were the major transportation arteries of V/estern
Canada (Innis,
appears

l97l

&. Dempsey, 1984).

In Winnipeg, as in most North American cities, development

in major søges that a¡e dominated by the princþl

æchnological innovation and mode of

nansportation of the time. Water, rail, automobile and air ransporation form a chronology of modes.
Earlier, when wat€r ûansport was the dominant mode, new communities and cities such as Winnipeg,
C-algary and Edmonton emerged along the natural waterways. Many North American cities, including

Winnipeg, owe their existence to the influence of water transportation In all V/estern Canadian cities, the
riverbank v/as, and remains, the center of br¡siness activiry and houses nrrmerous service establishments
which are clustered within walking distance of each other. In cities similar

ûo

V/innþg, this area emerged

as the city center and continues to represent the most expensive real estaûe.

By th" close of the nineteenth century and the start of the trventiet\ the railways emerged to
occupy a more sipificant role as a means of nansporting people and cargo. The coming of the raihoads
injected new life at the railheads and at the intersection of major rail-lines. In V/estern Canadian cities, a

visual sody of the railheads at the intersection of major railway stations or depot at each of the cities
mentioned earlier reveal, that there was usually a railroad hotel, a restarrant, a barber shop and a salon in
close proximity. The Fort Gerry hotel in \t/innipeg is one such example.

In all these cities the railyards became the cenre of the ciry with warehorues, distributio'n, and
industry that opted to locate on adjacent siæs. Drning the early years between the 1890's and the 190Os,
many established firms left their site on the Red River and moved to locations along the railway. Eagle
(1989) aptly described\ilinnipeg's ¡ansportation history between 1896 and 1911 as "CPR West" because

of the company's role in crucial economic, r¡rban and rural development This is critical in rmdersanding
why in the early years, the CPR wielded di¡ect influence in municþl affairs and operaæd arbitrarily in
land-use designation, the choice of translnrøtion corridors and in the placement of strategic facilities. In
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light of this æchnological change that brought the railway, easy access to the Canadian Pacific rail lines was

palricularly

and large scale industry ænded to locate exclusively on the Lord Selkirk and Dufferin

Industrial park in the west Kildonan commrmity. The Union Srock Yards were also built

in

1912 ín St

Boniface to bandle the livestock rade (see Plate A). These areas were therefore cbaracterized by beavy
industry, manufacturing and elecrical appliance.

By the 192ts and 193üs æchnology bad advanced to point where food processing, the garment
and other light industries were emerging. This ultimaæly led to the building of the Pacific Indr¡strial pa¡k

Interestingly, all of these indr¡snial parls are located within five minutes walking distance of the current
Canadian Pacific inærmodal yard. Essentially, the arrival of the railway firmly establisþsd ffinnipeg as the

"Gateway to fhe West" (Talbot, l9l21, &. Currie, 1957).

By the 195üs, manufacturing and transportation technoþy had evolved once again to the point
where the highway systems w¿5 þçsming a factor in bruiness delivery of manufach¡red products. Business
and professional services were also gradually becoming the locus of æchnological change in the economy.

Their contribution to promoting cbanges in consumption and productivity growth in other inú¡strial sectors
is well documenæd"

By the 196Os however, Canada bad developed a plethora of inter-provincial and municipal
highways. Development of the highway system provided the impenrs for the consolidation of the trucking

industry in Winnipeg, and this coincided with the time when tle monopoly of the railways was gradually
being eroded by the growth of trucking. As the trucking industry progressed it became largely a zubstiu¡te

for the railway and was able to cåpture a significant component of the cargo traffic from the railways.
Drning the period 1950 ûo 1980, trucking sæadily competed with railroads as a mode of choice for
manufachüers. For example, in the United States,,

"in

1950 over 1.4 billion tons of intercity cargo moved

over rails compared with about 800 million ûons on the highways" (G.A.O.; 1993: p. 9). The report frnther
states tbat

than

in

"in 1990 the nation's highways canied

1970" (G.A.O.;

lÐ2: p. 2). To meet

32 percent more freight than

in 1980 and 78 percent more

the gowing importance of the truck ranspoation in the
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United States and Canada, several indr¡strial parlcs were added in g/innipeg to provide space and easy truck
acoess

for manufacturers.

To meet this challenge, rhe f¡ansço¡¿ Industrial Pa¡k was developed during the 195ûs and 196ûs.

By the mid-196ûs and the 1970's the Mcl-eo<l and Griffin Indr¡strial areås were added respectively. Drning
this period F'^st Kildonan-Transcona emerged as the most favourable location for indr¡stries. This period
witnessed a move of inúrstry to the eastern fringe in the Sr Boniface and Point Douglas areas sf \Vinnipsg.

V/ith

a mixû¡re

of indrurial, commercial and residential developmenq the Sr Boniface area emerged

as a

suiøble site for warehousing and ransportation facilities.

By the 1970t the trucking indusry in Winnþg was firlly developed. This gave rise to additional
indr¡strial developmenß including the construction of C.N.R. Symington Yards, Sr Boniface Industrial Park

V/innipeg Indr¡strial Park and the ttrinfield Br¡siness Park The C.N.R. S¡mington Yards remein a üue
test4ment to the imporance

of this area. The technological innovations in trucking meant tbat by the end

of the 197ûs, most of the shipment of cattle and other goods bad switched ftom rail to semi-railer tuck

During the 197ûs the city established the Vopin Indr¡strial area in the north west section in the
community of Lord Selkirk-V/est Kildonan- This a¡ea c¿tered mainly to the trucking industry and provided
supporting terminals, machine shops, and repair and body shops. Other r¡ses included manufacture of plastic,

fibreglass, rubber and sæel producæ. By the end

of the

processing and packaging operations, and the growth

197üs, æcbnological advances

in the meat

of the trucking industry heralded a change in

the

indr¡strial structr¡re of the city, and a re-orientation of indr¡strial location to a more de-centralized and
dispersed pattern-
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Tecbnological innovations tbat faciliøæd
the United States tilted the urban center

of

the

construction of the highway system in Cåxada and

Ei:avtty, resulting

in the largest comnunity develop'm.ent and

industrial relocation phase of modern history. Industries moved their operations ftom the city cenær to the
suburbs where land was abundant (see Plate

A for Winnipeg). Along with this move the manufacturing

technology bad cbanged considerably to the point where the orientation of indr¡sniat buildings shifted from
a vertical to a horizontal form of layout.

This shift in industrial buildings in Winnipeg bas led to an over supply of industrial land in the Sr
Boniface and St Vital area bec¿use of a lack of demand" and the area now accounß for 36.7% of the City's

toal industrial land zupply. On the other

band, demand for industrial land bas increased in the

St

James

Assinibois area which has only 3.5% of the City's øtal supply of industrial land. This shift in demand for

inùstrial land in Winnipeg is reflected in Appendix

B.

Now the aeroplane is emerging ÍN a new mode for fteight Eensportation, and for a increasingly
growing number of peopte and businesses. In Winnipsg, Edmonton and Calgary, new
Frttems are emerging
as attempts are made

to locaæ new activity centers near airports and runways. Consumer demand to provide

time-saving afiangemenb

for ai¡

Eavellers and technological commimenß

for a

faster mode of

nansportation, have combined to minimize fteight delays. As Winnipeg and the transportation industry
approach the Twenty First cennrry, this new consumer demand for time-savings in transportation is also
being demanded for freight transportation-

Tte railways too realized this consrmer demand and bave revamped their operations by equipping
their railca¡s with automatic identification bar codes which feeds into a cennal computer terminal that can
be accessed by customers to get information on fteight Eansportation- The railways are now positioned

recapture a sipificant component of the fteight

raffic that

was

læt to the trucking industry.

ø

1¿l

Additionally, the potential for expanding Winnþg's linkage with the Port of Vancouver is pæsibly
based on some

of the issues that are aptly described in the following quote in the report by the Gereral

Accounting Office (1992);

When regulatory changes allowed steamship companies ûo issue bills of lading to inland
ds5tinn¡isn5, they began to deliver containers directly ftom the West Coast by rail to
various cities a¡ormd the country. This type of landbridge service evennrally replaced
much of fhe containership raffic through the Panama Canal ûo eastern and Gulf Coast
ports. (G.A.O.;1992: p. 11).

1.2

PHASES IN CONTAINER DEVELOPMEI\IT

Prior to the inroduction of containers, goods in the form of bulk c:rgo were being transpoted in
crates, druns, and bales on steåmships. This meant that the goods were not only erposed ûo the elements,

but they were wlnerable to pilferage at the doch. Containers provide security, increasingly act as an
alærnative to bales as a means

6f

6ansporting goods, as well as reducing the labour costs involved in

Eansporting goods. The four distinct phases in container development and world wide r¡se can be identified
as follows: (1) sæamships, (2) sæamships and trucks, (3) trucks, steamships, and rail, and (4) aeroplane,

truch and rail.
Containers are rectangular metal boxes tbat are designed to carry freight over long disances. Some

of the containers are designed to Eansport refrigerated foods. Commonly refened to as "Reefers,"

these

containers comprise a small percentage of the container fleet and are used mætly for nansporting perishable
goods. Development and rtse of containers as outlined over the fou¡ distinct pbases c"n be Eaced as follows:
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Phase One: Although some contriners were used as early as the 192üs, widespread use of containers can
be traced to 1956, when Malcolm Mclean søræd wbat later became Sea-I¿nd services. Therefore, by 1956,

gmds could be transported in rectangular boxes, widely referred ûo as containers. By 1956
revolutionized container shipmenæ by convening tanlçen into vessels with a capacity of

gsa-T ^nd

fifty eiþt?ß feet

containeß.

Phøse Two: During the initial years of containerization there were few intermodal aspects until fhe 197ûs.
The ocean going containers were then picked up locally by trucþ but the competitive factors between modes

combined with institutional consraints prevented the development of door-todoor intermodal service.

Over the past thirty years, the size of contâiner ships bave increased dramatically. The nend
towards development of larger ships, specifically designed for containerized freight with the objective of
achieving scale economies, saw a growth in world container fleet from zero

it

generaûed approximaæly

in 1960 ûo the 198ûs

where

balf of the world liner rade.

The rend towards larger container ships that carry more freight and can operate more economically
bas also led

ø

an inc¡ease in the size of containers. Containers bave increased ftom the early ?Ã and 35

feet, 18 feet high and 8 feet wide to the 4O feet long, 8.5 and 9,5 feet high and 8.5 feet wide containers.
More recendy, American hesident Line (A.P.L.) inroduced 45 feet çpffeine¡s for sæamship and ocean
transportation as well as 48 feet long containers for its domestic transportation services. Today the 20 and
4O feet containers remain as the

mæt prominent containers in use tbroughout the world, but new A.p.L.

ships are being desiped to carry even longer containers.
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Phase Three: Today Sea-I¿nd Services is one of the largest steamship lines in tbe world and was recently
acquired by CSX, an integraæd company with varior¡s Eansporq lend and rail holdings. This is due partly
to the 198üs deregulation of the uansportation industry in both Canada and the United States. Deregulation

of the domestic ramportation industry ha* been one of the major factors increasing intermodal sea-land
movemenß. Truck and rail movements with prior or zubsequent movement by ship were totally deregulated

by the early 198üs. This action gave railroads, in particular, grcatur ability to price their services more
competitively against trucks and

ûo

offer joint truck-rail services.

Changes in the regulation of the shipping industry

in

1984 also made it possible for sæamship lines

to set intermodal rates, permitting "one stop shopping" for trânsportation services, with ste¡mship lines
conEolling the fteight from the point of origin to the point of destination In-land divisions of revenue are
now worked out individually on a car¡ier by carrier basis so the ocean carrier can negotiate with different
land carriers to obøin the best possible inland rate and service.

The Shipping Act of 1984 also allows seryice contracts where a shipper commits a certain amormt

of fteight over a specific time period and the steamship line agrees to a rate rnd service level. This new
regulatory situation in the sæamship lines, rafüoad and trucking indusries bave basically inoeased the
options available ûo a shipper, bave made it pæsible for cariers to implement new and flexible services,

and bave generally, produced competitive rates, so that carriers and shippers can negotiate rates. For
example, Appendix D shows the raæs for Ea¡s-continental containers and United Sates freight imports and
exports' while Appendices E, F, and G show inla¡d çs¡tainer rates from the port of Vancouver and from
inærmodal facilities ¡¡ lryinnipeg to some destinations in the united Sates. The end result is that shipping

lines are now soliciting freight not only for the ocean portion of the
through rate agreements with rail and trucking companies.

tip

but also for the land segment

L7
Futhermore, shipping lines rather thnn shippers are now meking port choices in most cases. Fm
example, the Port of Seattle has gradually become th" pott of choice for major rhippiog li¡ss rathe¡ th¡n

the Port of Vancouver. Appendix H shows Canadian Port performance and Manitoba's modal mix for
containerized merchandise. However, to enhence the role of the Port of Vancouver, C.P.R., which was the

fi¡st of the two national carriers to innoduce incentive rates

ûo encor¡rage

landbridge traffic from shipping

lines bas compleæd its own amnel-enlargement project to introduce doublesøck trains on i¡5 m¡inline

¡¡

and from Vancouver. C.N.R. recently completed a hmnel-enlargement program, and upgraded their entire

mainli¡s to handle coast-tocoast double-stacked container transportation Consequently, since

1990

Vancouvels inner harbour terminals have been able to disparch nvo doublesack container trains a week to
central C-anadâ.

Phdse Four. The next stage in container movement is expected ûo take place

in the ai¡line

industry.

Although there is already some freight movemenûs in this area, the contâiners are not inærmodal. Firstly,
æchnological inprovement will bave

ûo

occur in the areas of container and aeroplane design

ûo

accelerate

the compleæ modal interchange with the other modes. It is worth noting tbat at present, well over G0% of
the worlds freight moves in containers, and

it is approaching lW% tn

some areas. Therefore, fhe airline

industry can no longer afford to ignore this ma¡ket segmenl Secondly, the 1995 Open-Skies
betrveen Canada and the United Søtes deregulaæs the trans-border airline indusry, and

Air

Treaty

it is epected tbat

this will have similar resuls as the previously-mentioned 1984 transportation deregulation. Accelerating the

role of the airline sector will be the final piece in modal inærchange of containers leading into the Twenty
First Centwy.
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DYNAMICS O[' INDIVIDUAL TRANSPORT MODES

The dynamic nâture of individual transport modes introduces a plethora of options tbat exist for

the firm tbat mr¡st move its product from origin to destination Any one or more of five üansportation
modes

-

air, rail, trucþ

pþline

and water may be selected However, for the purpose of this thesis,

pipelines are excluded" The modal combinations considered include rail- truck (piggyback), truck-water,

truck-air, rail-air, and rail-water.

Such intermodal combinations offer services not generally available when using a single Eansport
mode. In addition, there a¡e other Eansporters, sometimes c¿lled indirect, special, or auxiliary carriers, which

offer a variety of services

ûo shippers. These transporærs

include freight forwarders, shipper cooperatives,

parcel post, and other parcel services. Usually special carriers act as transportation middlemen and r¡se one

or more of the basic modes for moving the custome/s producs.

13.1

Air Transporters

Within Canada, air nansporærs move less tonnage thnn ¿ll other modes. Although air fteight is
being used in increasing âmounts by shippers for regular service, the prevailing view is that air transport

is a premium service tbat is largely inærnational. In thæe instances where an item must be delivered to a
distant location quickly, air freight offers the shortest time-in-transit of any mode.

At the present time, domestic air freight competes directly with truck carriers to a gfeat

e>úent, and

rail carriers to a much lesser degree. Internationally, for counEies tbat are separated by large epanses of
lvater' the only alærnative for air fteight is shipping. Although many airlines have fteighær aircraft,
mæt, freight is incidental
aircraft.

ûo

fu

passenger traffic. Also, for mæt airlin€s, freight travels on passenger carrier
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Generally, air caniers transport producß tbat a¡e of high value and low weighr
be

þtified for low-value

Air freight cånnot

items becar¡se the high price would represent too great a part of the product cær

Unlike ah, rail or truck nailers have capacities that mey exceed 1@125 tons which represents the lift
capacity of aeroplanes. Therefore, at the present
a

ri-e,

the only aircraft which can compete domestically on

lift basis with the other modes is the all-cargo 747, which can cårry over 100 ¡ons. The limi6{ capability

of most aircraft means tbat air freight shipments u.sually "sube-out" before they "weigh-ouf (i.e. the volume
c¿pacity is reached before the

lift capacity).

Although air ransport provides rapid time-in-6ansi¡, terminål and delivery delays and congestion
may appreciably reduce this advantage. On a point-topoint basis, truck transport often may equal or better
the total tra¡sit time of air freight It is the total transit time which is important

ø

the shipper rather rhan

the tansit time ftom terminal-to-terminal. Altlough the frequency and reliability of air service is very good

since the majority of freight is moved on Fssenger flighe, coverage of service is limiæd ûo movement
between major points since limited service is available to smaller cities. In addition, Manitoba's fuel taxes

would bave to be more competitive than other Canadian provinces (Appendix C).

The voh'me of air freight has grown rapidly over the years and shows continuing growth even in
the face of hieher rates. Undoubtedly, in many aE)ects, individual customers demand higher levels of service

such as on-time delivery and flexible routing. As inærnational shipmens continue !o increase, air freight

will continue to have an increasingly
al.; 1983).

sEaûegic role

in the distribution plans of many firms (Beclman, er
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Truck Trailer Transporters

During the laæ 196üs, ruck-trailer tra¡sport started to replace rail carriage as the dominant fmm

of freight transport in the United Sates and Can¡da. The American Trucking Association (1981) reporred
th¿t almæt half of all fteight was transported by truck Truck transport of agricularal produce such as fresh

and frozen meats, dairy products, bakery products, beverages ¿nd many manufactured products were now

being transporæd by truck (Beckman, et. al.; 1983).

Today,

shipmens.

truch

compete with air for small shipments over shorter dist¡nçps, and with rail for large

An efficient ruck carrier c:m

comp€ûe

with an air carrier on point-topoint sewice when

shipment size is small and the disønce involved in the movement is wirhin a regional context, as in the case

of intra-provincial commerce where the distance is between ?50 ø 500 kilometres. the ability of truck
carriers ûo compeúe with air carriers on these shipmenb is due to greater efficiency

in ærminal

and

pickup/delivery operations.

According to Sampson and Fanis (1979\ truck carriers are more flexible and versatile rhnn other
modes. The

flexibility of truck carriers is made pæsible by a dense ne¡vork of roads, thus enabling them

to offer point-to-point service from almæt any origin-destination permutation. Truck carriers are very
versatile

in that virtually any product that will fit on a ruck, including some for which

equip'ment

nodifications are necessary, can be transported- Despite doublestacking of containers on rail, on shorter
disances the flexibility and versatility of truck carriers enabled them úo become the dominant form of
transport in North America. In general, truck carriage offers the qstomer fasq reliable service with little
¡lamage or loss in nansir Loss and/or demnse ratios for truck carriers are substantially lower than for rail

and are slightly higher for air fteighr.

2L
Essentially, the truck c¿rrier industry can be classified into two major types: general fteight cariers
and specialized freight carriers. General freight carriers include intercity coûrmon ca¡riers and other general

freight ca¡riers. Specialized freight ca¡riers include several types of caniers. For example, heavy machinery,

liquid peroleum, refrigeraæd products, agriculrural commodities, moûor vehicles, building materials,
hor¡sehold goods and other specialized freight (Notman Jr. 1980).
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RaiI Transporters

The bulk of rail traffic comes ftom low-value, very high-density products such as paper and allied

products, chemicals and plastics, lumber, iron and steel, metal cans, canned foods, nonferrous metals, and

motor vehicles (Bechan, er al.; 1983).

Rail service is extensive in

winnþg

and is available in alnost every metropolitan center in North

America. However, the rail network is not nearly as extensive as the highway network Therefore, rail
transport laclcs the versatility and flexibility of road carriers since

it is limiæd to fixed track facilities. As

a result, railroads provide terminal-b-lsrminal service, like air Eansport, in lieu of point-topoint sewice.

In bulk commodities, rail ransport is generally low-cæt relative to air and truck carriers.

Fc mæt

shipmenb, rail compares favourably with other modes on loss and/or domage ratio, but it is at a significant
disadvantage, relative to truck carriers, in transit time and frequency of service on shorter bauls. Delays on

sidings, or in ærminals, and the general condition of the rail roadbeds are tbe primary causes.

Furthermore, timetable schedules contribute to

inftequent

with thæe of a trrrck

carrier. In situations where the shipper has strict arrival and deparrure requirements, railroads are at a
competitive disadvantage relative to truck ca¡rie¡s. Some of these disadvantages may be overcome through
the use of piggyback or Eailer-on flaæar (TOFC) service which offers the ecmomics of rail movement

corpled with the flexibility of trucls. Truck nailers are delivered to the rail terminals wbere they are loaded

22
on rail cars. At the destinotion terminal they are offJoaded and delivered to the customer who receives rhe
shipmenL

An additional deficiency tbat railroads have, relative

ûo Euck carrierc,

is equipment availability.

Rail¡oad companies use each others ca¡s and containers, and at timss, this equip'ment m¡y not be locaæd
where

it is mæt needed" Rail ca¡s and

containers may be rm¡vailable becar¡se sf lsading or rmloading,

moving within railroad sorting yards, repairs, standing idle, or lost within the vast rail network Some of
these problems have been overcome tbrough the rne of the computer routing and scheduling, r4rgra¡ling

of

equipment, ¿¡1d þrminnls, improvements on railcar identifîcation systems, r¡se of unit-nains, and shipperowned or leased cars and containers. Certainly, improvements in equipment and facilities, upgrading of
roadbeds, and betær monitoring and control of

rail fleeß are necessary.

One benefit of using rail is its superiority in fuel efficiency. The inherent relative energy efficiency

of rafüoads over motor carriers is demonsrated by the fact tbat in 1991 rail service was 1.4 to 3.4 times
more fuel efficient than trucks (G.A.O .; 1992: p. 13). This fuel efficiency coupled with the exûensive quantity

of raw materials transporæd by rail offers promise of a better fun¡re for the railroad industry.

1.4

DYNAMICS OT' INTERMODAL COMBINATIONS

Inærmodal rail service has suffered in the past from a reputation tbat it was slow, rmreliable, and
cumbersome úo work

witl¡

and prone ûo freight damage. Also, shippers who use intermodal service

sometimes allowed trailers to sit at terminals for several days before picking them up, in effect using tbem
as warehor¡se space. However, trucking comprises several broad service ma¡keæ which include truckload

(TL), less-thnn-truckload (LTL), and small packages. Trucking firms compete in these markets

úo some

extent with barges but primarily among themselves, and with railroads and airlines. Truckload (TL) freight,
the largest truck c¿rrier market in ærms of tonnage, is typically hauled directly ftom sender to receiver,
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without going tbrough sorting terminals. The freight itself ranges from ¡aw maúeri¿ls to finished goods. LTL

traffic on the other bân{ is defined by the United Staæs Inúerstate Commerce Commission (I.C.C.)
shipmenb weighing less then 10,000 pou¡ds

(22,m

as

kilograms), and involves the following activities: local

pick-up, sorting at a terminal facility, line har¡I, sorting at a destination t€rminal, and local delivery.

Beginning in the 196Os, United Parcel Service (U.P.S.) became the single largest r¡ser of truck-rail
inærmodal service, accounting for about nine ps¡çsng

of the inærmodal

shipmenûs

by 1991. Originelly,

intermodal service provided U.P.S. with a way to expand into unbalanced markets. However, the cmpany
came to operâte a nationwide intermodal service for shipments with third-day or longer delivery, essentially

for those shipments ravelling more rhrrn 450 miles (725 kilometres) where acceptable rail service was
available.

Initially, small paclage service encompassing

the nryo-to-tbnee day ground delivery

marþt that was

dominated by U.P.S., as well as the next-day delivery market dominated by air caniers such as Federal

Erpress. Distinction between ground c¿rrier and air carier markets, however, continue to disappear

as

operations grow more similar and carriers diversify. For example, Federal Þ<press, while æchnically an air

catrier, owns and operates and enormor¡s truck fleet Increasingly, the company uses Eucls not only in local

pick-up and delivery service, but also in lieu of aircraft for the linehaul portions of shorter rips.

$imil¿¡ly, the U.P.S. (eighty seven years old) package delivery operations have long utilized aircraft
and rail¡oad multimodal service to expediæ handling

of iæ traditional

ground carrier traffic. Its air

subsidiary, formed in the mid-198üs, is now second only ûo Federal Eryress in the air express market.

A

third example of blurred differences in the smell package market is Roadway Services Incorporated. The
firm augments

is

traditionâl LTL business (Roadway Express) with its RPS subsidiary, which serves both

the ground delivery and air Ðipress package markes.
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Now, LTL ca¡rier operations resemble those of the small package caniers (grormd and air), which
use regional or national networlcs, sophisticated sorting 1s¡ain¡ls, and local pick-up and delivery service.

Many LTL carriers have always bandled packages as a oomponent of their LTL br¡siness, but much of this

traffic is now served by specialized package carriers. The United States Deparment of Cmmerce best
describes the important growth in intermodal transportation in the following quote.

Railroad productivity measured by revenue ûon-miles per employee continues ûo increase
at a faster ¡¿þ rhqn that of elm6s¡ any other indusüy, doubling between 1983 and 1992.
Rail intermodal traffïc has risen from 3.1 million Eailers and conainers in 1980 to 6.7
million
1992. The increase is due largely to the introduction in 1984 of speciatized
railcars with depressed plaforms tbat carry containers stacked two high (double stack
containers). Containers ftom the Far F^st move through V/est Coast porß to inland
destinations under epedited schedules on such double-stack Eains, carrying ex¡nrt and

n

domestic traffic on the backhaul. Roughly 130 double-stack cars now account for
approximaæly 40 percent of the total intermodal capaciry and 80 percent of containers.
(United Sates Deparment of Commerce: t9941' p. 4G5).

The advent of intermodal bas led to four common modal combinations and configurations available
ûo

the shipper.

ftey

include (1) piggyback (nailer-on flatc¿r (TOFC) and Conøiner-on-flarca¡ (COFC); (2)

Fishybacþ (3) Birdyback or Eaglebach and (+) Doublestacking.

1.4.1

TraÍlers and Containers on trlat Cam

TOFC/COFC - Althougb æchnically there are some differences, TOFC and COFC are intermodal
movements that are generally referred to as piggyback service. In piggyback service, a truck-carrier trailer,

or a container, is placed on a truck-tracûor with an axle and is placed on a rail flatca¡ and ransported from
terminal to terminal.
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At the terminals, the pick-up

and delivery ñmctions are performed by a truck carrier. Thus,

piggyback service combines the low cæt of long haul rail movement with the flexibility and convenience

of truck movemenL The particþnts in this movement/service include consolidators, fteight forwarders,
consolidators, shipper association, cafizge company, rail, air, and truck carriers, car leasers, trailer leasers,
container leasers and the primary shipper.

1.4.2

Fishyback

Fishyback refers ûo the movement of truck üailers, railcars, and containers by sæamships. Modal
movements involving water carriers generally occur with international shipments, although some domestic

moves øke place. For example, Canadian National North America (CN) provides service between the

Maritime provinces utilizing vessels which carry truck railers or containers. The bulk of international
fishyback movements involve containers. The freight is placed ino an owned or leased container at the point

of origin and the container is ransported via rail or truck container

ûo a

port for unloading onto a container

ship.

Upon arrival at the destinstion port, the container is unloaded and reloade{ and ændered to a rail

or truck container and zubsequently delivered to the cusûomer with minimal container handling. Thus, the
use of containers in ransport and fteight distribution reduces the need for manpower, minimþss in-tra¡sit

dîmâge and pilferage, and shortens the ransit time because of reduced port turn-around time.
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1.43

Eagleback

Another form of modal combination is emerging as the third option for a shipper. Eagleback has
been de.scribed in the liæran¡re as "BirdybaclC'by

otler authors (Beclanarq er al.; 1983). Eagleback involves

the modal movement of brreak-bulk fteight on aeroplanes which is then later re-assembled upon arrival at

its destination Upon arrival the freight is re-containerized and moved by truck-nailers, or rail, to a final
destination Current data shows that 25 percent of all intemational freight, by value, is transporæd by air
and 75 percent by surface transport (Sypher-Mueller; 1990).

Ttis signifies the importance of Eagleback

as

a viable area of funue growtb- The comparison by weight showed that while 95 percent is ransporæd by
surface, only 5% of fteight is ransporæd by air, but this is expecæd to rise in the funne.

1.4.4

Doublestack

Doublestack (i.e. containers tbat are stacked vertically) rains offer several economic advantages.
Since train lengtbs are often limited by the length of rail sidings, doublesøcking allows twice as many
containers to be calried on a given

(195)

rain lengtb, with a consequent saving in personnel and fuel cæts.

suggests that doublestacking has reduced the cæt

Heads

of transporting containers by 3U45%. Because

doublesacked cars have fewer wheel assemblies and each well carries two containers, more of the Eain's

weight can be devoted to payload thus making better use of the locomotive power needed and achieving
greater fuel efficiency.

The "wells" a¡e a bowl like depression on the railca¡s that make it feasible for containers to sit in

place during transportation- Each well is equipped with a lock mecbanism to mâintain stability during
transportation. Individuat containers a¡e also fitted with

loch that allow containers to sit at the ûop of one

another. These wells are de.signed ûo operate as "five-packs" (i.e. they a¡e assembled in groups of five). In

terminals, the "five-paclC' cars require less rack space and less switching than convention¿l flatcars for the
same number

of loads, as described below.
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Doublestack cåÍs are usually in sets of five wells joined to each other by a swivel coru¡ecûor over
a single wheel set (forn wheels on two axles). This principle of a¡ticulation eliminated "slack action" except

at each end of fhe "five pacþ" where

it

was kept to about three inches on the assumption tbat heavier

switching would be avoided The same principle was used in the design of the new spine car úo carry
trailers.

The "spine car" gets

i15

msne ftom the engineering design method tbat dr¿ws inspiration

ftm

the

hman spinal cord- The design is compæed of small segments tbat allow rhe spine cår adopt some of the
flexibility that are faciliated by the human spine. On meny of the spine ca¡s,
flaæars, the nailer hitches can be lowered to the floor

ø

The Uniæd States General Accounting Office,

as well as many

of the older

permit carriage of a container.

in a report to the House of

commitæe on public works and transportation, aptly describes the influence

Representatives,

of doublesøcking in

following quote.

As early as 1977, Souther Pacific Railroad and Se¿-I¿nd Co'rporation, a

steamship

company and pioneer in container æchnology, tested the operation of railcars with wells
betrveen the wheel assemblies thât could carry two 40 feet long containers one on top of
the other. Sea-I¿nd used these cars for a landbridge service between the pore of Los
Angelas and Housûon A.P.L. began using similar well c¿rs for its liner nains betrveen Los
Angeles and chicago in 1984. Thr¡s was born "double-staclc' service, or "stack trains.,,
The new æcbnology spread quickly as other steamship companies saw its economic
advantages and began organizing such trains. To fill their containers for the return trips
to the v/est coast (bach haul), the sreamship companies began finding both eryort and
domestic loads. Inærmodal rail shipmenb jumped from 4.1 millis¡ úailers and containers
in 1983 to 6.2 million in 1991 and bave grown at an 8 percent rare in 1992. (GAo; t992:
p.11)

the

2A
These operational efficiencies a¡e reflected in the cbanges to equipment that is being adopted by
the railway companies. In order to be able to doublesøck containers on Eains, the railway companies have

innoduced "spine-cårs" which a¡e capable of handling containers tbat æe staclced two higb- The spine cars

provide stability for the containers and have a built-in safety mechanism that allows the conainers to be
locked in place while in na¡sit

Doublestacking of containers has been the caølyst for the formation of n¡neror¡s joint vennres

in order to maximize the economies of doublestack service. Both C.N.R. and C.P.R. corporations bave
invested over $25 million

in

infrastructure improvements to facilitaæ the coast-tocoast operation of

doublesack service (Nisret, 1992 - August). The railway companies have cbanged their br¡siness approach
and operations to reflect the new customer-orienæd realities of modern-day business, and are respondÍng

by improving on-time consisæncy.

EFFECTS OF THE CONTAINER REVOLUTION

It is cleff that containers provide many advantages such

as

utilizing variable freight size, protecting

freight ftom the weather and pilferage, making it easier to doublesøck conainers on trains, and
rmload on and

off

vehicles (General Accounting Office; 1993). Ofæn refened

revolution" (Fawcen

& Vellenga,

ø

load and

to as the "container

1988: p.101), their adaptability and compatibiliry with rail, truck and

ocean-shipping modes has resulted in a wide variety of æchnological brealcbroughs in the transpoÉatim
indu.stry. The conainels role as a vital component in facilitating and promoting freight carriage is evidenced

by the fact that all modes of nansportation are now capable of handling the søndard ?n,2Å,4O, 48 and 53
feet long containers (Carson; 1992).
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As mentioned previously, containers can be easily doublestacked on Eains and have proven that

the railroads can be efficient and price-competitive with trucking. According to industry eryerts,
doublestacking is extremely price-competitive with road baulage at distances as low as 6ü) kilometres due
ûo the

railway's greater container-cårrying capacity (TransporÇ 1990 - October; Tretheway, 1987; & Kban,

1989). The price competitiveness

of doublestacking containers

increases

with longer distances and

bas

injecæd new life into the railway business, providing considerable flexibility for shippers and other caniers

(Ray, 1992; Carson, 1992;

and,

Brennan, 1999 - January).

As a consequence, the demand for containers has continued

ûo

outstrip the available $ryply as more

transportation companies come to ¡ealne their importance in freight transportation. Industry eryerts bave
predicted that

if

the current level of orders for conainers by shippers and the fteight industry continue,

supply would only match demand a¡or¡nd the year 2000 (Chadwin

& Tally; 1992).

Furrhermore, rhe

sta¡dardization of containers is considered to be the key to continued e4ransion, and has acceleraæd the
operational flexibility, comparability and inærchangeability of freight flow (Transport, 1990 - October).

The container ¡sveh¡¡ie¡ has also created new and vital technologically-sophisticaæd manufacnring

indr¡snies (examples include container manufacturing, reefers, railcars, rafüoaders, and meal fabrication).
Increased demand for containers have also creaûed new market niches as the need for service sector jobs

in container leasing, meintenance and repair increase (Taylor, 1994 -May; Brennen & Cawthome,lgg3 -

April; and Burke, 1993 - April & May).
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MT]LTIMODALISM

1.6

Multimodalism is the modal inærchange/interface be¡yeen transportation modes that ma¡k the
movement

of

containers ftom origin to destination Containerization

is the ability to pack goods in

containers for transportation, and there is widespread agrcement tbat the mntainerization of freight is the

ddving force in multimodalim (Burh 1Ð3 - May; Camo'n, 1992; &. Ray, 1992). Iherefore, it is not unr¡sual
that contrinerization and multimodalism are identified with each other because the container revolutim.
advanced the c¿use of multimodalism, tbat is, they are synonymor¡s.

Multinodâlism reflects a fosæring of partnerships amongst various sectors of the economy, and
it incorporates

a variety of intermodal movements which can be defined as "the movement of goods between

two or more modes of traruporf (Mahoney, 1985: p.

2).

Therefore, as was previously defined,

multimodalism is the efficient combination of different modes of ransponadon

ûo

facilitate the movement

of goods from their various points of origin to their final destin¿tion points, on a consistent on-time basis,
with minimum handling, and at the most cost-effective manner while maintaining the continuous flow of
the goods.

As noted earlier in the inroduction, multimodalism is a concept in nansportation tbat represents
an extensive a¡ea of research. The mr¡ltimodal movement of freight is one in which the railway, trucking,
airline and ocean-shipping modes, serve as components in both the domesúc and intemational transportation
system.

If

there is a wealoess associated with all kinds of freight tralsportation,

it is that it

violaæs the

"continuous flow" theory, which insiss on the ñrndamental requirement that in ransportation, "goods in
transit shor¡ld move forward in a continuous flow" (Mahoney, 1985: p. xvü), thereby reducing the time and

cost

of the baul. Nonetleless, the

movement

of fteight sfill

represents a

sipificant and an important

challenge for inærnational freight Eansportation, especially while the freight is being ransferred from one
mode to another (Slach 1992). thercfore, the overall objective of international fteight ransportation is to
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maintain the "continuous flow" of fteight during Eansfer.

Shippen and carriers are also avoiding bottleneclcs and custo'mer dissatisfaction of using a single
mode by reducing the traditional competitive barriers among different modes, as the benefits of using more

th¡n

6rtrs

mode to move fteight becomes apparenL In many cases, shippers have achieved revenue gains and

cost saving by using several modes to transport their freight

o markes @rennan,

1993

- Janrury;

and

Tausz, 1991 - November). Likewise, the flexibiliry of using oontainers in rail, truck and ocean-shipping
modes significantly improves the efficiency and cost of multimodal Eansfer of freight,

and the "jusçin-

time" distribution and delivery of freight @eming; f9B6).

Deming (1980 postulates tbat "just-in-time" means goods ought to be made available at the time
when they are needed

mct,

thereby slimin¡¡ing the need for companies to hold excess invenûory, allowing

for the more effïcient use of capital. The importance of "just-in-time" disribution is reiteraæd by Fawcett
and Vellenga (1988), who note that multimodalism also represents the most unique combination of providing
the only cost-effective and time-efficient way of utilizing different modes of transportation to move goods

from their points of origin to their final poine of destination (p 101), by using rhe mær suitable mode that

is capable of providing the required time-efficiency at the mæt appropriaæ cost

ûo manufacû¡rers and

shippers.

Multimodalism h¡s also been studied from an air-carier capacity viewpoint, but the resea¡ch
suggesæd tbat the fr¡ndament¿l impediment for growth in multimodalism in V/innipeg for example is the

lack of containerized capacity for air fteight and wide-body aircraft that are capable of bandling large and
sensitive freight (Sypher-Mueller; 1990). The loss

of

nonsûop

Amsærdam and the Fa¡ Fast Asian desti""tions is cited as
encourage the development

of a multimodal porr

air service from Winnþg ûo Inndon,

ús mein issue affecting

the

Cit/s ability

to
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ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCEANGE

Although the æcbnology of doublestacking containers and the efficiency of multimodalism has
provided sipificant economic gains for the railway companies, the driving force is in their new found

ability

ûo enhance

þt-in-time delivery by making

betær use of computerized information Computerized

information and daø base systems in railway nalsporation is commonly referred ûo as E.D.I.. This has
enhanced the ability

of the railway to handle freight identification, sorting, forwarding and tracking at all

times via a computerised data base system.

E.D.I. also enables retailers, úippetr, manufacffiers and carriers the ability to track their fteight
and to get uÞtGdate information on delivery time by linking computer sþtems to the central operating
computer systems of the railway companies. The resultant effect, therefore, is an improved ability of the

railways to reduce delays and provide their cusûomers with uptodate delivery information

1.8

AN INI,AND MTJLTIMODAL CONTAINER PORT
Combining the technology of E.D.I. with the flexibility of containers opens the pæsibility of

warehousing empty containen and conøinerized fteighq as is the case in Winnipeg, so that containers can
be transported laær to their respective ma¡kets in Canada and the United States, in effecq creating ¿¡ inl¡nd

port. A multimodal container port in g/innipeg therefore, could faciliate the city's pæitim as a gateway
in the nonh-south and east-west tratrsportation of containerized freight on
This would place the City in a strategic and actical position

ûo

a

regional and international basis.

recapture international freight and domestic

raffic that was originally lost !o the Panama Qsnet, and also ûo recaph¡re some of the freight tbat is diveræd
through the Pors of Seattle and Tacoma insæad of Vancouver.
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This flexibility bas helped to fuel inærest in deveþing ¿ inlnnd multimodal container pgt. A
multimodal container port with its warehorsing component becomes strategically more imporønt and cost
competitive, because of its versatility and ability to integrate the technologies of containeriz4¡¡on and E.D.I.,
to enhance the flow and coordination of freight from place of origin

ûo

final destination @urþ 1993 - M"y;

& Slacþ 1Ð2).
The airline indrntry is also part the overall úansportation of containerized freight Being the only
Inærnational Airport in Western canada tbat permis a 24 hour operation, Winnipeg International Airport

is well positioned to facilitaæ the ransportation of rime-sensitive air freight ftom Asia and Europe to
markets in Canada and the United States (Winnipeg Airport Vicinity Development plaq 1994). In addition,

W.I.A. could serve as a refuelling point for aeroplanes that carry freight between Asian and European
destinntions

Trans-continental transportation

of containerized freight via winnipeg's Intemational Airport

ñ¡rther enhanced by the signing of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (G.A.T.Ð.

Foreþ

is

nations

rhat want ûo access the United Søtes marlet could also benefit by allowing
their products to be re¿ssembled

in V/innipeg, thereby benefiting ftom new continental rading agreements such as the No¡h American Free
Trade Agreement (N.A.F.T.A.). This trilateral nading agreement involving Canada, the United Sate.s and

Mexico, as well as the recent liberalization of Canada's rans-border air agreement with the UnÍted States
presents an opportunity for the V/innipeg International Airport
ûo

ûo

act:ts

a

multimodal rans¡nrtation gateway

North America. Collectively, these changes are likely to produce some pæitive impacts on Winnipeg,g

indusnial developmenr

The intricaæ natue of a multimodal facility is that it could act as an inland container port which
requires planners to malre a choice of relocating to the airport ûo take advantage of the presence
of existing
and relaæd indusries at W.I.A.. This requires a sound theoretical context becarse the decision ûo relocat€

current inærmodal container facilities

in the City of Winnipeg, to â siæ a-djacent

Inæmational Airport represents a major move, and investuent in infrastrucnne services.

ûo the Winnipeg
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Clearly the issues of municipal jurisdiaions at the airport raises other concerns such as, inftingtng
on the

righs of other mrmicipalities that can be add¡essed by Growth Pole theory. In

essenc€, the foresight

of the C-apital Region planning srategy to coordinaæ growth and economic development in the province
of Manitoba is a mitigating planning mechanism that provides a ftemsr¡/or¡ wirhin which such issues can
be appropriaæly resolved The challenge therefore is to utilize theories that are capable of addressing the

reality of developing a growth pole and the location agglomeration of industries in clæe proximity to the
airport. The essential components of "Growth Pole" and "Industrial l¡cation" theory will be explored in
greater depth

in Chapter Two.

CONCLUSION

There are several major conclusions ûo be d¡awn

frs6 this chapter. First, ß the fact

tbat

æcbnoþical change bas produced significant growth in ùe tansportation indusry, ând has contribuæd
greatly to Winnipeg's stâtus as a Eansportation gateway. Technological innovation has also played a role

in the ransition tbat accompanied development of the City's indrsnial parks, and the r¡rban tansformation
associaæd

with the transportation industry. Diversion of fteight traffic ftom the V/innipeg to competíng

cities such as Edmonûon and Calgary, and the new found opporh¡nity for container naffic via a multimodal

facility in the City also minors pertinent cbanges that bave occurred over the four

pbases of container rrsage

spanning seven decades ftom the 1920's.

Second, the resea¡ch identifies fou¡ issues as the driving force

æchnological cbange

in freight tratrÐortation as (1)

of containerizatioq (2) multimodalism, which is the combination of

modes, the

inærchangeability and flexibility of containers; (3) the innoduction of E.D.I. fs¡ m¡nagi¡g, warehousing,
and racking freighq, and (4) rade liberalization and the reduction of tariffs.
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Third,

ß

the governmen/s ability to deregulaæ the ransporation industry

in the 198ûs. By

favouring market forces to determine the viabiliry of multimodalism rather tban alowing govemment

incentives an regulations

to stifle development and

implementation

of

multimodalism, govemment

deregulation challenged business competition in the market place, and this is a critícal connibution to the
present outcome of multimodal transportation

Fourth, and finally,
opporhnity

ûo

it is obvior¡s ftom

the research so far, that V/innipeg hes a considerable

act as an inla¡d container port, and tbat the city is stategically capable of accommodating

a multimodal facility adjacent to the

Winnþg

Inærnational

Airport Development of the multimodal

container port could promote the city's ability to act as a container gateway. For this to happen requires a

theoretical foundation tbat explain the ramification
components that comprise such an underaking. This

of such a
will

endeavor¡r and focuses on the diverse

be developed fr¡¡ther in Chapær Two.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL REYIE\ry

2.

TEEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The purpose of this cbapter is to develop a theoretical framework by which growth in container

Eaffic and changes in the multimodal nansport sector may be studied and analyzed- Classical growth pole

úeoty, and raditional location theory

are reviewed and examined for the imponant conEibutions they could

make to enbance the understanding

of indusnial gowth cenEes,

and particularly as they relate to

development of an inland container port adjacent to W.I.A..

The theories presented in the next section a¡e broad enough to include the pertinent relationships
ben*,een coordinated development and rmcoordinated development, and tangential issues with a minimum

sf

¿55r¡mptions. They

üe

pure theories which are broadly applied

in order to b,ring them into

closer

coherence with today's reality, specifically related to Winnipsg. A series of fimctional relationships between
manufach¡rers and nansportation firms are introduced- One must be careful/mindft¡l not üo cârry this process

to the point that the theory is unable to develop nseningfi¡l generalizatio¡s. However,

ûo the ext€nt that

V/innipeg constitutes a unique entiry, the process of introducing frmctionalities (i.e. ñmctional development
locations tbat ake into account the City's proximity to other tbriving municipalities) enbances the generality

of the theory, with added insights gained"
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2.1

GROWTH POLE THEORY

The development of growth pole theory by Perroux (1950) explains the process and direction of
regional and rnban growtb- The theory was first developed by the French economist Francais Perroux and

provides the underlying theoretical framework of French regional planning. Growth pole theory has also
been applied

in a limited

sense

in regional development efforts in Canada as evidenced by the

1961

Agriculnre Rehabilitation and Development Act, direcæd specifrcally at the problems of rural poveny.
Other examples include the 1962 Atlantic Development Board, which was e.stablished to help in the general
economic development of the Maritime provinces, and the Maniûoba Capital Region which was recently
established ûo promote and coordinate economic development ¡mong the municþlities.

Connary to balanced growth theories ¡yþiçþ ¿5s'mes that growth ought to be implemenæd
throughout all areas, growth pole theory holds that growth is of an unbalanced nature taking place in a
conc€ntrated spatial loci Lrnown as a growth pole or development axis. Perroux staúed in his originat article

on the subject that " growth does not appeff everywhere at the same rì-e, it shows itself in points or "poles
des croissance," with variable intensities; it spreads by different cbannels and with va¡iable final effece for
the economy as a whole" (Niles, 1968: P.107). According to the logic of this theory, growth is concen6ated

near and in ruban centres where entrepreneurial innovation and agglomeration

of economics create

the

necessary environment conducive to rapid growtb-

Building on Perrout's theory, Schulø (1953) has also stated that "economic growth occr¡rs in a
"specific locatio¡al mâtrix" which is primarily of an "urban and indusfial nature". He goes on to note that
"Commodity and factor markets operate more efficiently at or near this specific locational matrix" (Shultz,

P.10Ð. Empirical sû¡dies by Ruttan 1955, Friedman 1955, and Nicholls 1961 have atl verified rhis
pætulates.
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In a given economic space the growth pole exerts a dominant influence through its linlages with
the surounding area. According to Hirschman (1964) these linkages between the growth centre and its
area can be broadly classified into trvo categories: polarization and trickle-down effecs. The

rickle-down and polarization effects are analogous to the "spread and baclsilash effecfs" proposed by
Myrdal (Myrdal; 1957: P.28\. Polarization effects ¿ue

seen as unfavourable, whereas trickling-down effecß

are favou¡able.

The trickle-down effects have positive effects upon the surrounding areas. Continued growth in the

growth cenfie may stimulaæ demand for products and services, and because of its links with national and
inærnational markets, it may act as a hansfer point for other products ftom lagging areas. The growth pole,
or cenue, also provides employment opportunities. The inæractions of the polarization and trickling-down
effects determine, on balance, wbat effects a growth pole exerts upon the surounding area.

Financial aid intended to stimulaæ indusnial growth cånnot be widely dispersed, but rather mr¡st
be concentaæd in a few locations. The nature of u¡ban growth bas changed in an important respect. In the

past, the region created cities but today, cities make regions. Passage of the 1965 Area Develo¡ment
Incentives Act was important in two respects. First, with its principal aim of combating local unempþment,

aid under the program was restricted to the location of manufacturing industry, and second, the aid was
altered to provÍde capital gtants ûo help cover initial invesmeft cæt in plants and buildings.

Varior¡s criticisms have been levelled against the Area Development Initiative program in Cånada
but one stands out as being especially important The policies were not tailored to suit the particular needs

of different regions, but a blanlcet strategy perøining to all regions was adopæd.

The problems of every depressed region should be analyzed in detail, their m¡in
depression characteristics indicated" a list of objectives drawn up and priorities
determined, and comprehensive plans formulated and/or individual policy instrumenb
applied which achieve the chosen objectives mæt efficiently.
(Richardson" 1972 a P.z3f).
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Growth centres have been erplicitly built into planning sEategies in various cor¡ntries, provinces
and municipalities.

In Maniûoba, the "Capital Region Profile", and "Partners for the Futue: Towards a

susainable Development Suaægy for Manitoba's Capial Region

" are sh¡dies prepared

by a

straægy

committee that reflect the planning need to coordinaæ the province's growth centre.

The area around W.I.A. represents a unique set of ci¡cumstances because the area boasts

a

significant number of transporAtion compani€s, marrrfas6¡rers, and wa¡ehorse operations. It is also adjacent

to the designaæd industrial are¿ in the Municipality of Rosser. The presence of the airport in this area

as

a consequence, fits into the overall concept of the multimodal concept, because all of the necessary building

blocks for a successñrl growth cente are already in place. The final piece in rcalizng the legitima¡s impact

of the a¡ea could only be met with the propæals which will be presenæd in Cbapær Forr.
The purpose of this section has not been to consider the policy implications of growth pole theory,
though they are interesting, rather

it is to add another dimension to the rmderstanding of the differential

gfowth pfocess.

2.2

LOCATION THEORY

One theory which purports to explain the location of industrial activity is location theory.

I¡cation

theory is an economic theory of the factors influencing the geographic location of fi¡ms. Traditional location

theoty is directly derived from tr¡/ebe1s (1929) theory

of industrial location and is

based upon the

assumption that indr¡strial location decisions are based solely upon economic criærion or more specifically,

traNportation

ccß.

The business person is assumed to be a profit maximizer

and,

therefore locates his on

her plant in the most profiable location in reference to its criticat ccts. Of course, this rational behaviorn

also implicitly assr¡mes a higher degree
locations.

of

knowledge as ûo

o6t

and revenue ñmctions

in

alærnative

10
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INTLTIENTIAL LOCATIO N FACTORS
Indusrial activities

are dominated by manufacnning among otherproduction systems. The location

of indr¡strial activities is affecæd by the nature of the induries, their mat€rial inputs, factors of produøion,
transportation costs and the marlet. In Winnipeg, the Eansportation sector is the centrepiece from which

locational decisions are based. Existing distribution of the inærmodal yards reflect a dual linkage with the
location of manufacturing activities. AtEaction of manufacturing and other industries to areås such

as

Inlster, Dufferin, and Tuxedo indrstrial parks are linlced with C.N.R. and C.P.R. intermodal yards. The
presence of inærmodal yards in close proximity to these areas is a powerfrrl influence on corporate decisions

that manufacnrers mr¡st make when selecti"g their location Simply put, Eansportation cosb affect wbat

firms pay for transporting material inputs and ssading outputs to ma¡kets. It also plays a fundament¿l role

in determining the location of indr¡srial activities such as warehorning and manufacturing.

OnIy a few industries can afford to ignore transportation cæûs in choosing locations, and for many
the greatest difference between the coss of alæmative loc¿tions is the size of the total freight

bill which

varies depending on the indrntry and products involved- In reality, however, transpofiation cosb increase
at a decreasing raæ with disrânc€ becar¡se the fteight-raæ structure increases by zones. Therefore, a certain
amount is paid for the first few kilometres, an additional amount for the next few kilometres, but at a
decreasing rate. The width of each zone inc¡eases with disønce from the point of shipment, and the zone

is determined by modal type. This means that the average freight-rate structure is acnrally curvilinear, not
linear.

The classical locational theorist Altred Weber considered transportation costs as the major factor
in influencing industrial/manufacturing location His theory identifies

¿

minimum Eaxsport costlocation and

then seels a bener location fo¡ the industry/plant by aking into account laborn coss and local
agglomeration economies. Webefs least-cost theory was, however, formulated with respect to the location

of industry in the nineteenth century, when EanE)ort cost per unit of disance were greåter rhan h{sy,
coupled with a greåter diffi¡sion of ownership of manufach¡¡ing industries/plans.
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Today, multinational coq)orations make ransportation and locational decisions within the context

of many other indusnies in different locations. The importance of ransportation cæts as a deærminant of
manufacnuing location is not as gfeat today. Norcliffe (1975) atrributss this decrease in importance to
several developments:

(1)

Over the past few decades the "heavy'' industries have declined ¡elative to the rapid growth of the

"hg¡¡" industries. This sipifies a change in the composition of the manufacn¡ring sector.

(2>

Reduction in importance of raw-material locations meâns that fewer raw materials are now needed
per unit of ouþut.

(3)

Development of nansport æchnology (such as containers, piggy-baclq railroad cars, road-railers and

tuclcs, telecommunications, long-distance Eansmission lines, and welded prpelines) have made

it

easier to transport goods, energy, and information a great deal cheaper.

In Winnipeg's case, the bulk of freight Eansported by rail is in the form of raw materials. However,

developing a multimodal container port introduces a new rtimension to the City's ability to attract and

m¡intrin technologically sophisticaæd indrstries that rely on innovation
freight and people in a timely and efficient manner. At the present ri-e,

and accessible means of transporting
a

number of aeron¿utic corporation

and computer manufachtrers have shown interest in relocating to the City, and

it is pæsible

tb¿t as the

garment indrstry conEacts in ri/innipeg, other high skilled indr¡stries could seek to loc¿te in the City.
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I\{AJOR LOCATIONAL TYPES

2.4

At this juncture, it is imperative to gather

ûogether some of the elements of locational strucû¡re that

bave developed tbnough time in urban space into a general typology of the intra-menopolitan location of

indnstry and manufacturing. Cameron (1973) suggests an inæresting defìnition of locational types, by
defining forn major spatial groups in an u¡ban area: (1) cenral clusters, (2) decentralized clusúers, (3)
random spread, and (a) peripheral concenEations.

These groups a¡e defined on the basis of specific assumptions concenring the spatial distribution

of certain costs in an urban area. For example, the supply price of capital and labour are assrmed

ûo be

constant tbroughout the urban area, and no individual establishment or firm is considered to be able, on

own,

ûo

alær the supply price of a given rmit of space. However, much of the laborn force in

Winnþg

is
is

quite mobile, and meny large mrporations such as Ca¡adian Pacific Railway Sysæms and Canadian
National North America can raise their own capital and are thrs ftee to locate where they want. Therefore,
corporate accessability to a whole array of materials and service inputs and final marþts, and the inærplay
benreen accessibility and the costs of space which are thought to determine location are, in fact the majm
va¡iables which influence the inter-urban location of firms.

These assumptions are congruent with the taditional indr¡strial and transporation layout of

V/innipeg (see map. 1), and provides a fairly comprehensible basis for examining the influence of
accessibility and location

of the multimodal

container port. Acc€ssibility involves so mêny different

requirements ûo the tansportation and manufacnuing firms, such as labour, material inpuß, and market
acoqss' tbat in reality, the considerations involved are not as simple as they appeår.

different locational t¡pes will make these observations somewhat cle¿rer.

A discussion of the for¡r
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Central Clusters

TranEnrtation and manufacturing firms locaæ in c€núal ch¡sters which a¡e defined as gror4s of
plants

tlat

a¡e somewhat in the cenEe of the City and located close to the Central Business Districr Mæt

of their markets are within the Central Business Disnict and the metropolis. Even though land costs and land
rents may be reasonably high in these areas, accessibility costs per r¡nit of output are low, becar¡se in these
areas, plants are cenEally locaæd with respect to their narkets, labour supply and material inpuß.

The continuing existence of central clusters in many uban areas is best described in the context

of various hlpotheses. According

ûo Steed (1976), these hypotheses relate

to standardization, scale,

the

cluster as incubaûor, and inertia. Sandardization hypothesis suggests that the location of industries yyirhin
the metropolis depends upon the relative sø¡da¡dization of their producb. Indr¡stries with less standardizÆd

product lines are likely to locate close

ûo

the centre of the City. This is certainly the basic reason for the

continuation of the garment district in the Exchange District in g/innipeg. The scale hypothesis suggests that
small planæ tend to locaæ in these core area clusters because they bave to substituæ the subcontracting of
specialized skills, space, and machinery to do particular pans of the job.

The incubator hypothesis, originally developed by Veron and Hoover (1959) in their classic study

of the location of indr¡strial and manufacturing esablishments in the New York Metropolitan

¿¡.ss,

view the

central cluster as a locus of innovation The hypothesis argues that many new ideas or innovations would

not be put into production

if

the basic capital outlays for new facilities, plants and equipment were high

For example, in Sæed's (1973) study of manufactu¡ing in Vancouver, the continued snength of the

inner core is observed to be the result of an influx of new plans that could incubate in the a¡ea. The
clusûers of plants in central areas also persist for a number of other reåsons. Some firms and plane continue

to operate in certain a¡eas of a

municþlity

such as

tle

garment industry in

Winnþg's

Excbange District

because they are protected by general bligbt and decay. In other words, they are the result of inertia-
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2.42

Decentralized Clusters

Industries and plants locating in decentralized ch¡sters purchase most of their material inputs from,
and sell most of their product output ûo, customers locaæd beyond the menopolitan ¿¡s¿. The hotel and
restaurant industry is a good example of decentralised clusters.

Transport and communication costs are lowest at locations adjacent ûo transport facilities tbat
provide a high level of access ø markee beyond the r¡rban a¡ea. In

Winnþg for example, the rail oontainer

ærminals and truck Eansporation terminals a¡e locaæd in numerous cluster a¡eas within the City.
were

ûo

If

tbey

locate in an area peripheral to the City, accessibility cæß for industries and manufacnners adjacent

to \¡/.I.4. will be lower,, because of reduced EânsFortation cæL

Locations clæe to transport facilities are

of vital importance

ûo manufacturers, enhance the

advantage to the clustered situations, and is better positioned úo tal<e advantage hotel services. For example,
a Canadian National and Canadian Pacific multimodal facility may share container lifters and other Eansport

facilities, equipmeng and infrastructu¡e and the availability of transport rail lines. Access beyond the
\[rinnipeg menopolis via the Perimeter Highway, a b1çass e4press\r,ay, is a good

"¡¿mple

of the way in

which nalsportation firms and manufacturing plants can quickly acc€ss a multimodal facility adjacent to
the Winnipeg International Airport, as well as perceive the advanøge of the City's high\ilay nenvork.

{5
2.4s

In the

Random Spread

case

of facilities and plants that appear ø be locaæd in a random spread fashion within

metropolian areas, one of the most significant influences on location is tlat their product is ma¡keted
throughout the metropolis itself. The plants involved are usually those concemed with the assembly of
consumer durables, such as refrigeraúors and computers.

Nelson and Cla¡k (1976) note that the distribution of manufacturing plants in a random spread or
dispersed fashion over the meropolis is much the same as reøiling fìrms. Also, the ransport

ne¡rork is

such that access costs are tairly uniform over a large proportion of the metropolis, so manufactrning and
indr¡strial plants can locate al¡nost anywhere in which the traditional ch¡stered pattems have not developed

to a great extenl Examples in \Vinnipsg include large retail outlets in shopping malls.

2.4.4

PeripheralPatterns

There a¡e npo critical cbaracæristics of indusries and plants that are locaæd in a peripheral pattern

within metropolian areas. The fìmt is tbat they require large amounts of ground-floor space, for production,
storage' and parking for containers, chassis and employees. The second is that they comprise industries with

non-local ma¡kes and are therefore orienæd toward regions beyond the menopolitån ateå in which they are
Iocated.

Industries and firms with these characæristics include C.N.R. and C.P.R. which must establish
themselves where there is an abundance of cheap vacant land. In terms of access, the inputs are transpüted

by rail or truck and off-loaded in non-central terminals. This scenario will be replicated in tbe proposed
multimodal container port adjacent to the Winnipeg Intemational Airport.
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Nelson and Cla¡k (197Q observe the way in which the aircraft industry periodically bad to move
outward ûo obtain more space for larger plants, facilities, and longer runways. This same situation applies

to the curent C.N.R. and C.P.R. intermodal sites which bave reached the stage where moving

ûo a

peripheral location adjacent ûo the airport offers the mæt suitable condition for promoting a multimodal

facility. In some instances, consideration of the va¡ior¡s options tbat individual companies might follow when
capacity extensions are contemplaæd involves the following options which

will be considered fr,lly in

Cbapær

It¡ee:

(1)

facility or plant expansion u¡ ¿¡ sxisring sitel

(2)

the esablisbment of a new additional facility or plant at a new siæ; and,

(3)

closure

of an old facility or plant and construction of a new facility or plant at a new

site

provide greåter súorage and production capacity than previously exisæd

2.5

IIYDUSTRY ORIEÌ{TATION

Industry orientation is rather complex becar¡se of the types of industries that a¡e e:çected

by locating in close proximity to the proposed multimodal facility. Ttis analysis leads
classification of the locational orientations of indusnies as: marlceçorienæd, labour

orientd

and footloose.

ø benefit

ø

a hoad

orientd raw-material-
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Mørket-orì¿nt¿d fums are usually thæe where the ratio of transfer costs of outputs as compared

o

inputs is very higb. The ûnnsfs¡ cæts depend upon a nmber of facûors such as the relative weight and

bulk of inputs and outputs. V/eight læses (as in grain processing) or weight gains (as in the production of
beer) in the production process and differences in Eansport rates on inputs and ouq)uß strongly influence
costs.

Another important consideration in ærms of market orientation concerns the "economics of scale

or

agglomeration economics" as discussed earlier (see section 2.4.1) which accrue from

concenEation of economic activity in

a

a figh

selected geographic space" (Hoover 1948, P.118). The agglomeration

of many plants or industries of a similar or complementffy nahre makes possible the joint r¡se of certain
resources

at lower costs to all users. The availability of cerøin tlpes of professional eryenise in

transportation and other indr¡stries which can be consulted with a minimnm

lsr65

of time and effort is another

advantage of agglomeration.

Labour-orìcnúed indushies are those which, because of their scale or production techniques, require
a Iarge component of workers, or large nrmbers of skilled workers, or a specific mix of

skilld

semi-skilled

¿¡d'nskilled workers. The availability, skill cbaracæristics, and wage levels of the worldorce in any region
or locale such as V/ionipeg are important determinans of location decisions in many industries, especially

in ransportation and manufacturing.

In this regard, metropolitan a¡eas such as rùy'innipsg generally bave the advantage becarse they offer

a large pool of workers with widely varying skill levels and experience. In recent years, with modern
transportation facilities, cities such as \i/innipeg have been able ûo geatly increase the available laborn

supply due to commuting possibilities.

{8
l¿bour costs in some industries bave been a very imponant determinant of location decisions.
'Wage

areas.

differences between r¡rban areas are higb- This is projected even more so between r.¡rban and rr¡ral

A

1994 report by Manioba Urban Affairs titled " Capiøl Region Profìld' shows tbat low labour cosß

have car¡sed some manufacnring industries to loc¿æ

in parts of the province where low cost

laborn

resources are in ab¡¡ndant supply.

Røw-materíal-oriented indusnies are usually thæe indr¡stries where the inputs are immobile and
there are no good substitutes, or the ratio

of the traxsfer costs of inputs ûo outputs is high. Agriculnre

products, oil and gas, and pulp and paper are good examples of raw meterial-oriented indr¡sries that benefit

ftom the ransportation services i¡ V/innipsg. These raw materials orientation is becoming less imporant
in locational decisions due to the exærnal economies ftom ma¡ket-orienæd industries which often outweigh
transfer costs of inputs. Manufacn¡red, prefabricated and synthetic materi¿ls now ac't as substitutes. In
addition, the reduction of ariffs has opened foreigp sources of impors. Nonetheless, raw maærials indusnies

still form a vial component in the overall welfare of the transportation sector.

Footloose hdustries refer increasingly to firms tbat have no specifìc locatio¡al orientation Ïhe
footloose classification acts as a catch-all term for industries such as cormputer manufacnrring which
traditional location theory is rmable to provide ânswers. Many researchers and planners have n¡rned to the
analysis

of community va¡iables such as environmental factors as the most logical explanation

These

include factors such as tax levels, income levels, ¡msnities, public service infrasnucture, private inveshent
and financial inducement. Studies by Spiegelmon (19&),Mueller and Morgan (1962), Bridges (1965), Due

(1961), Gold (1961), and Srasma (1959) show that other factors such as laborn and proximiry to ma¡kets
and maærials were considered more imporant in locaúon decisions. With the inuoduction of free rade,
reductions in ta¡iffs has opened

foreip

sor¡rces

of imports. The athletic footware industry is one example
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where companies choose to relocate in foreign countries such as Mexico where they can ake advantage of

mini¡¡¡6

wage paymenß for semi-skilled labour to maxinize profits.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, given the diverse nature of the relevant issues on which development of

the

multimodal container port hinges upon, the rmderpinnings of Penouxb (1950) "Growth pole Theor/' and
Webe/s (1929) "Theory of Indusnial I¡cation" represent a convergence of theories tbat adfress the issues
pertinent ûo this thesis. "Growth Pole Theory" contends that growth happen" in a

çecific location in the

urban economic space and tbat such growth has the potential of trickling down to 1¡" s¡¡16¡¡¡¡ting areås.
There is general agreement that this has positive effects on surounding areas. Locatior theory on the other
hand higblighs transportation

cct

as the cenral ingredient

in making br¡siness decisions. Both theories

provide the context of a multimodal facility, handle the practical ramifications of such a facility, and shows
that this inland container port constitutes a growth pole in the north-west quadrant of Winnipeg.

Essentially, "Growth Pole" is the best theory that erplains the regional inærplay of the airport siæ

which is under the municipal jrnisdictions of Rosser and Winnipeg. In addition, the theory supports tbe
planning meåsures

of the Capiøl Region

proposals put fonvard by both the provincial and municipal

govemments. the multimodal facility therefore, could result in what Perroux refered to as a "poles des
croissance," or growth poins with an intensity that is likety to suq)ass any existing industrial parl6 in

Winnipeg. Such a 'þles des croissance" has the pæsibility of susøining a variety of br¡siness entities with
variable growth poæntials.

It can also contribuæ to the overall

business envi¡onment becarse brsinesses

could ake frrll advanøge of corporate agglomeration in the areas of commr¡nication, æchnological expertise,

rans¡nrtation and a rained work force to support operations of commodity and factor

m¡rþg.
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As Alfted rüebe/s (1929) location theory zuggesß, since mæt of the indrstrial activities

are

dominated by manufacturing emotrg other production systems, location of these activities is affecæd by the
industries, their maærial inputs, factors of production, transportation costs end merkets which could allow
the multimodal container port to serve as a staging port for ransbo¡der and international freighr Finally

it

is pæsible to conclude that the multimodal facility could exert a dominant inJluence througb its "spread

effæ('and linkages with other industries in the sunounding

areå. This relationship could be the catalyst for

combating local unemployment and act as an incentive fo¡ brsiness enterprises ûo invest in new plants,

buildings and services, and to locaæ at the new siæ adjacent

ûo

the V/innipeg Inærnational Airport.
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CHAPTER 3

STTE ANALYSIS

3.

TRANSPORT FACILITY LOCATIONS

It is difficr¡tt to imagine

an indusrial society without an efficient ransporation system. As

consumers, we often talce for ganted tbat products bave to be moved ftom where they are produced to
where they are consumed with minimr¡m diffïculty in ærms of time and cæL The Eensportation segment

of most industrial economies is so pervasive that we often fail !o comprehend the mapitude of its impaa
on our way of life. The role of transportation in our society was perbaps expressed best by D.F. pegrrm:

The unique position which ransportation occupies in economic activity arises ftom the
reduction by it of the resistances of time and space to the production of economic goods
and services. The significance sf this in ærms of the allocation of economic resouces is
indicaæd by the fact tlat probably at least one third of or¡r nario¡al wealth is directly
devoted to nansportation. So important is it that without it organized human activity

would be impcsible; complete sûoppage of a communifs tansport services is the

quickest way to assrne compleæ paralysis of cooperative effort; economic, political, and
social @egnm; 1973: p.19).

Tranqnration creates time savings by how fast a product moves from one point
Federal Exptess, and
the time and place

hiority

ûo

another. UpS,

Post a¡e examples of successfr¡l companies which bave been able ûo increase

utility of their customels producs. Therefore, strategic location of these activity centres

is criticat for bwiness enterprises that make frequent r¡se of transportation services.
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In Winnipeg, the city's geographic

space

transportation roadways (see Maps L e. Ð. Map

is occupied by a plethora of railway lines and major

I is based on the Community Committee

Area Survev by

the City's Environmental Planning Deparhent, and Map 2 is an Arl¡s map by the Railwav Association of
Canada. Essentially, the focr:s in this Cbapter is to define the geographic spac€

yithin which

Canadian

National North America Railway (C.N.R.) and Canadian Pacific Railway Sysrems (C.p.R.) intermodal sites,
and the Winnipeg Inærnational Airport site can be analyzed. Tte questions addressed in this chapær
are two

fold:

What are the problems facing the existing intermodal yards?

2.

Are there advantages of moving to the rñ/.I.4. siæ to creatl

These questions represent the second and third

a.

mr¡ttimodal facility

of the four

questions posed earlier

in the

inroduction of this thesis. Three sites are critical to the analysis tbat will follow.
canadian National Intermodal siæ at wilkqs Avenue (see Map 3 on page 5g).

canadian Pacific Inærmodal site at selkirk Avenue (see Map 5 on page 6g).

The site west of the winnipsg Inærnational Airport in the community of

Map 6 on page 76).

sr

James Assiniboia (see
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The analysis that will follow from the above questions include the following: assessment of e¿ch
siæ from a land-use compatibility point of view, evaluation of the existing tansport roadways surrormding
each site, environmental concerns at each site, and the consnaints and opporamities associated with each

siæ. The Frameters for each of these areas is eplained in greaær deail below.

"Ihe

first

sæp

in the analysis is to

make an assessment

of each sife including land supply.

Therefore, a land-use invenúory and a¡ea assessment is required of sr¡rrounding economic activities such as

manufacnuing and warehousing that are necessary for a multimodal container port The land inventory
component includes: land acreage, land-use patterns, land availability, and land-r¡se controls. This is ess€ntial
because each intermodal inærcbange and freight strorage point requires an Ítssessment

sbape, storage capacity and safety. Once this is esablished,

of, location, size,

it is possible ûo accommodaæ increasing

container naffic by enlarging the capacity of container s¡orage and ransfer yards in proportions directly

corres¡nnding

ûo

container increases and sûorage requirements. Two important fact úo bear in mind are:

1.

The siæ should be conveniently located near existing industrial areas, and

2.

Tte siæ should bave capacity for expansion

^I\e second sæp in the analysis ß øn evaluation of thc existing transport roadwoys around each
site. An inftastructure ¿udit detairing the physical cbaracæristics of the most dominant traffic conidors and
sites necessitates the collection of information on linkages and inærchange within the ransport system. In
essence, movement between major origin and destination poinæ and the physical limitations

of

each
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intermodal location is central ûo the analysis. Therefore, the following conditions are essential:

Ease of access, and interaction between industrial areas, and

2.

Inærmodal sites should be convenient to the major national and inærnational highway network

without overlca¡ling exisfirg city sEeets and highways.

The third step in the analysis ß environmental concerns such as visual and air pollution, noise and

neighbourhood safety at each site. In terms of neighbourhood and community constraints, the most suitable

indusnial areas are assessed to establish potential impacs on adjacent neighbourhoods. Safety iszues in
ûerms of pedestrian interaction

with trucks are examined in light of the nanne of existing inærmodal yards

and their impact on the neighbourhood in which they are located"

'I\efourth and final step in the analysis demonstrates opportunities and constrain¿s associaæd with
each of the three sites. Once the lând supply in the tbree locations is

considerd it may be found that there

are limitations ûo eryansion- It is pæsible that initially some sites may have plenty of land, but no land area

is

ulimite4

and when

is

capacity is reached, new alternatives bave to be developed The need for more

Iand can then be met only from a new land source involving zubstantial inveshent in a new facility. In the

case

of container storage and nansfer service, both existing inærmodal yards in Winnipeg

repres€nt

resources which cannot easily be expanded once their capaciry is reached, bec¿use ofsurrounding uses, and

environmental facûors. Therefore the results of the analysis will form the basis for identifying the advanûages

of moving to the airport siæ. The key issues are as follows:
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What are the difficulties for C.N.R., and

2.

In the case of c.P.R., could they erpand into their existing railyard

3.1

CN.R. INTERMODAL YARD

area?

The initial step in analyzng Canadian National North America's inærmodal yard at V/ilkes Avenue

and the a¡ea surrormding the siæ indicates the extent
neighbourhood, and

is

of the site, its

influence on the surormding

impact on the long-ûerm possibility of a multimodal container port in the city. In this

section, an analysis of the infrastrucnne and environmental influences surrounding the siæ
context within which opportunities and consraints of the site

3.1.1

will

will provide a

emerge.

Site Assessment

Caxadian National

No¡h America's intermodal yard at V/ilkqs Avenue is locaæd inthe sourh-west

district of the ciry. The Ya¡d is sin¡aæd on 32 acres of land on a triangular-shaped propeny that is adacent
a

much larger rectangular-shaped block of about 231 acres to the south (see Map 3). The northern

hmdary

of the site comprises: Wilkes Avenue, the Canadian National Rivers Mainline, Canadian Forces Base South

Winnþgls Kapyong

Barraclcs at the corner

Tuxedo residential neighbourhood"

of Wilkes Avenue and Kenaston Boulevard and the
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the

western bomdary

of the site is defined by an agriculnnal a¡ea and McCreary Road. The

southcrn bomdary comprises a land parcel tbat is approxim ately 23t acres with fìve retention ponds that
serve the Tuxedo industrial area. South

facility.

t1ne east¿rn

of the C.N.R. intermodal yards is a cement

bundary is defìned by

wch

Kenasûon Boulevard and a largely unrsed open

locaæd directly opposite the site. The fa¡ eåstern section

prodrrction

ind'srial

area

of this a¡ea is bounded by Canarti¡n pacific

Railway System's LaRivere line and the residential community of Lindenwood- Vehicular access to tbe
inærmodal yard is only from Kenasúon Boulevard.

Jr¡st as an undersanding

of the physical

pa-rameters

of the site are important considerations, so is

a critical assessment of the a¡ea and its surrounding neighbourhood (see Airphoto 1). The C.N.R. siæ
operates

with four rail Eacks, measuring between 22OO - 2,4û feet eacb, in addition

ûo t$¡o container

loading pads, and one sûorage pad-

The siæ is currently zoned M3 and M2 for heavy and light indr¡strial r¡ses. This zoning explains
the development of the site as an intermodal container yard (see Map 3). The northern boundary across from

the railway rack and Canadian Forces Base

- Kapyong Barracla

poses no

najor land use compatibility

problems, but the same cånnot be said for the Tuxedo residential neíghbourhood. This is a very
affh¡ent

resÍdential neighbourhood" with an
residences.

Rl

zoning designation that conøins a

$ezt number of exchsive

,,*n${;.;

i
.Ø,

t r\\NÌ\NÞ
-,i€,

, 'ttttltirtlnt

-Ò

.¡:_.195,,q1¡,.3æ
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Tte area adjacent to the western bormdary of the site is zoned A1 for agricultrnal
extensive e4xìnse

southem section
intermodal siæ.

r¡se. This is an

of land fhat C.N.R. has shown a keen inærest in possibly purchasing. I¿nd on the

of the site is

Tte

area

zoned

M3 for heavy industrial activity and is compatible with CN's.

is largely vacant at the present ti-e, with the exception of the cement

worlcs

facility, and holds several retention ponds which a¡e used for retaining wastewater from the Tl¡xedo
indr¡strial a¡ea. Situated opposiæ the inærmodal site east of Kenaston Boulevard is a partially vacant
indr¡strial land. However, expansion to the west will still cause environmental problems for the Tuxedo
neighbourhood to the noflh-west as disqnsed in section 3.1.3

3.12

Existing Roads

As:sessment of C.N.R's. intermodal siæ

will not be complete without looking u¡ ¡¡s sxisring roads

sunounding the siæ. The two major roads abutting the site a¡e V/ilkes Avenue to the north and Kenåsûon
Boulevard

üo

the easl Wilkes Avenue runs in an east-west direction , and at its western end, provides direct

access ûo the Perimeær Highway @oute 101).

Willcs Avenue is cunently a two lane road with each lane

measuring 7.5 meters. The shoulders on the south and north sides of Willas Avenue measure 12.8 meærs
and 10.1 meters respectively. The Total Right of Way (R.O.W.) for this regional street is approximately 36
meters which is

ps¡s

rhan enough to accommodate future road e4ransion plans should the need a¡ise. Based

on a three-year week-day average faffic study by the City of Vy'innipeg Streets and Transporation
Deparment, Wilkes Avenue supports about 10,000 vehicles be¡veen 7.00 a.m. and 7.00 p.m. (see Map 4).
Although this i5

6¡1s

of the most trafficaæd routes in Winnipeg, the medium traffic volume on this route

is considered to be acceptable by engineers at the Cify of tilinnipeg Sreets and Transporation Deparment

MAP 4:
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Kenaston Boulevard borders the easærn section of the Canadian National siæ and runs in a north-

south direction, and inærsecæ with McGillivary Boulevard, At present, Kenaston Avenue is a nvo lane
divided highway north of V/ilkes Avenue, and a two lane highway south of Wilkes Avenue, and acts as a
major arterial. The sandard width of each car/vehicle lane is 3.75 meters

orn

rhis and other major arærials.

Both east and west sides of each lane measr¡res 7.3 meters. The boulevard measures 3.7 meærs and the
shoulders meast¡re 4.6 meærs each from the property line on each side to their reqrective curbs. North of

Wilkes Avenue, there is not much room for oipansion of this regional roadway, becar¡se the road rms
through a predominantly residential a¡ea with housing situated in close proximity to the road between
Tr¡xedo Avenue and Grant Avenue. On the other hand, exprnsion work on Kenasûon Boulevard to a two
Iane divided highway, south of \ililkes Avenue is already underway. Consequently, pl¡ns for eryansion

of

Kenaston Boulevard north of Willes Avenue would bave ûo involve active involvement by the municipal
govemment in procuring property along one, or both, sides of the road.

Traffic volume on Kenåston Boulevard averages between 10,000 and 20,000 vehicles. This tapers
down to below 10,000 vehicles on the segment that is just south of Wilkes Avenue. Although the overall

traffic volume on Kenaston Boulevard is considered to be heavy and exceeds the road capacity, trucls

and

semi-trailers entering and exiting the C.N.R. intermodal yards account for only about 5% of the total traffic
on this route. A major problem with raffic on Kenaston Boulevard stems from naffìc delays ¡ssulring ftom

train movemenß at the railway crossing at Willes Avenue and Kenaston Boulevard ftIeads:

l9f, ; p. 42)

refers ûo an l.D.Fngineering srwey which reporæd that bi-directional traffic count on Kenaston Boulevard

is 28,4000 vehicles, and approximately 50 daily uain o¡6sings, 20 of which were related to intermodal
movemenb.

Jþ ¡s¡aining

30 rain cræsings were identifisd as main line freight trains, and an average of

two daily passenger train movemenß. Heads (19a) note that the intersection at Wiles Avenue and Kenaston
Boulevard is ranked "#12 tn Canâda as a source of naffic delay," and that the average Eain causes a delay

of about 2.5 minutes @. v). The cost of raffic disruption caused by the rail intersection at Wilkes Avenue
and Kenaston Bouleva¡d is estimaæd at about $1 million by IDE.

Kenaston Boulevard could be regarded as

A

grade separation and rmderpass at

a rüay of eliminating the current traffic problem at

the
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intersection, at

a cct of approximately $11.8 million There is some

agreement

with Heads (19ga)

zuggestion tbat "the benefits of grade separations, as the valuation of time savings is panially subjective"
@.

1.

A\.

Key issues at Kenasûon Bouleva¡d consist of the following:

Truck and semi-nailer

traffïc congestion on

2.

taffic

associated with the C.N.R. yard accounts for only about 5% of all

Kenasüon

Boulevar{

Train taffic on the C.N.R. main line car¡se traffic delays especially for commut€rs using Kenaston
Boulevard and

3,

A

grade se¡raration and underpass at Kenaston Boulevard could reduce the operating cost of

vehicles and decrease commuting times.

3.13

EnvironmentalConcerns

The doninant environmental concerns in the vicinity of the C¡nadian National inærmodal siæ
include visual pollution, noise, dr¡st, and issues of neigbbourhood safety such as pedestrian conflict with
trucks, traffic hazards to residential a¡eas along Kenrston Boulevard and potential accidents involving
dangerous goods. The nature of the intermodal container operation nahually introduces noise levels and air

quality problems that might otherwise not exist in the area. As motor/truck calriers enter and exit the facility
their wheels are likely to dislodge enough earth to create a dust-filled amosphere in the sr¡rrorm¡ling housing
area' Also, the

truch

are equipped with beepers that sound wben reversing. Such impacs are likely to fæter

complains about noise by residents in the Tuxedo neighbourhood, especially at night and early in the
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morning' Another serious concem centres on the pæsibilþ tbat some of the containers might be used for
transporting dnngerous cargo which can pose serious environmental and health concerr¡s for neighbouring
residents at Tuxedo and Canadian Forces Base - Kapyong Ba¡rach.

Also, as noted in subsection 3.l.Z,large Eaffic voh,mes along Kenasûon Boulevard a¡e sufficient
to pGe serious vehicular congestion, tbat is a sipificant conEibuting factor
r¡se

ûo

pedestrian safety. Extensive

of Kenasúon Boulevard by truck ca¡riers who regularly r¡se the CN.R. site, and other traffic which is

identified by IDE to be about

?3,M

vehicles over a 24 horr period, would likely increase noise levels

along this roadway. Residents from the Canadian Forces Base - (Kapyong Banacks) tbat are locaæd in
deached single family houses along Kenaston Boulevard, between Academy Road and Grant Avenue,
would
be the mæt adversely affected by excessive noise exposure that results from increased traffic levels
along
KenasÛon Boulevard (see Map 3). The large and heavy trucks involved

in container Eansport higblight the

problem of wear and tear on the mrmicipal roads. Tte weight exerted on the aspbalt pavement
by container-

carrying truck Eailers challenges the city's ability
the quality
container

of vehicular ride. As

tuck traffic

ø

m¡intain adequately the inægrity of the roadbed and

stated previousely, a majo¡ concem linked to the siæ arises from non-

and delays at the railway crossing at Wilkes Avenue and Kenasüon Bouleva¡d. Such

induced traffic car¡ses delays and

taffic bottlenech to commuters.

These issues would be reduced

if

container ransporting activity is minimized or eliminated from the c.N.R. siæ. Heads (1gg4) feports
rhat

eliminating container transportation from the C.N.R. site "would remove 4O% of the
delays" (p. 43) at the Kenaston Elouleva¡d

- C.N.R. m¡in line inærsection

$l million cost of
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3.1.4

ConstraintsandOpportunities

Based on the assessment of the area surrounding the CN.R. inærmodal site, and discr¡ssions with

City officials, the City appears unwilling to allow e4nnsion of the C.N.R. siæ for a nr¡mber of reåsms,
including the following constraints:

Environmental impact on houses ftonting Ken¿ston Boulevard, north of Grant Avenue;

2.

Tte approximate cost of $11 million for building a gade separation and underpass at Kenaston
Boulevard, and a fr¡rther similar cæt for a grade separation possibly at McCreary Road which
could lead to additional cost for grade separation and underpasses along Wilkes Avenue in the
long-run;

3.

C.N.R. c¿nnot orpand its operations in a west-ward direction into the agricultural land, becagse of
environmental consnaints to the neighbourhood to the nortb" and development

will

pose some

ecological distr¡rbance Assiniboine Forest, a recreation area:

4.

In any event, the Lindenwoods residential a¡ea eliminates any funrre expansion on the land sin¡aæd
east of Kenaston Bouleva¡d opposiæ the inærmodal yard, because cræsing Kenasûon Boulevard,
¿

maior highway would make expansion C.N.R. yards impæsible, due

that would be creaæ{

ûo

environmental problems
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5.

Truck and coûrmuter traffic adds to the delays at the railway cræsing at Kenaston Boulevard and
the C.N.R. main

6.

li¡s;

and,

The Tuxedo area is an affluent residential commrmity.
residens would be in

a

It is conceivable

tbat because of this, its

position to exert considerable pressrrre on the municipal govemment

ûo

tal€

an unfavourable view of any plan that favours expansion of container operations at the site on
environmental grounds.

While it is pæsible that C.N.R. could conceivably continue
at current levels, physically and envi¡onmentally, there appears

ûo

ûo operaûe

the inærmodal operatim,s

be severe limitations

ø

future expansion

oppoftunities at the C.N.R. siæ to accommodate increases in container activity. Despiæ planned expansion

of

Kenasûon Boulevard" and expanding intermodal container operations

at the C.N.R. site will prove

uneconomic in the long term because of the City's reluctånce ûo grant upansion at the C.N.R. siæ.

3.2

C.P.R. INTERMODAL YARI)

Analysis of C.P.R.'s. inærmodal site at Selkirk Avenue and the surrormding area will focus on its
location, and

is

relationship to the immediaæ neighbourhood and the general way in which the siæ interacts

with other peripheral influences zuch as wârehouses, mrnnfacturers and the ransportation industry
5).

(see

Map
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3.2.t

Site Assessment

C-anadian Pacific Railway System's intermodal yard is located at 1420 Selkirk Avenue rnthe north-

west district of the city. The yard is sinraæd on 20 acres of land tbat is part of a larger piece of the C.p.R.

property which is approximaæly 165 acres in size (see Map 5). The northern bundary of the site is defined

by Selkirk Avenue and the residential commrmity of Lord Selkfuh West Kildonan Ihe western bwdary

of the siæ is defined by Keewatin Sreet and Woodsworth Park The souÍhern bmdary is the western
neighbourhood north of Logan while the eqsþrn boundary is dema¡cated by

McPhillþ Sreet

and the Old

Exhibition Grormds (see Map 5).

The intermodal ærminal is located at the western end of the rail yard- The Vy'esûon Shops area is
situated on the south and east corner

of the site. g/i1hin the site there is also the m¡ints¡¿¡çp-of-way

Eaining faciliry which is locaæd on rhe west side of ¡[s terminal. Access to tle site by road is via Selkirk
Avenue. The gaûe, weighing scale, and terminal building a¡e located at the south-east comer of the siæ. The
C.P.R. siæ, has four loading tracls measuring about 1,00 feet eacb, and are r¡sed as container loading pads.
These container loading pads occupy an area at the south-west corner of the intermodal site (see Airphoto
2).

The siæ is zoned M3 and
south and north are zoned

Ml

Ml

for both heavy and light indutrial rse (see Map 5). Areas to the

for light indr¡snial and commercial

r¡se,s.

The site is in close proximity to

Vopin Industrial Park which comprises various indr¡strial activities. Several of these activities relaæ to the
trucking industry. Examples include a number of trucking terminals, machine shops, repair shops, body
shops, the manufacture of plastic, fibreglass, rubber, and sæel products. A plethora of multi-ænant buildings,

accommodating a variety of diverse associated business activities are also formd in a¡eas around the siæ.
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The most obvior¡s disadvantage of the site is that

it is srrrounded by developed r¡ses that prevent

expansion of the facilities, except into other pare of the existing C.P.R. lands. Menagers at fhe C.P.R. siæ

rccngnae this as a constaint and bave suggested that a five fold supply of the existing land a¡ea would be
needed to accommodate future growth in container traffic tbat could not be accommodated on adjacent
C.P.R. land" On the other

ban{ Heads (1994)

suggests that no capacity problems are anticipated even

if

container traffic is doubled The siæ is compleæly fenced" well ilftminaæd" and equipped with surveillance
cameras. There is also an on-site security patrol.

A -ajor

disadvantage

of the C.P.R. site however is that it is locaæd immediaæly adjacent to

residential areas, and erpansion would create additional problems of dust, noise, visnal pollution, and
pede.strian safety.

A

variety

of

residenúal buildings are locaæd a¡ound the site, and mæt

of

the

neighbourhood's housing stock is of post-war detached single family units. Other housing types in the area

include a variety of aparment buildings and row-horues.

3.2.2

Existing Roads

The northern edge of the site is Selkirk Avenue which is a sandard nvo lane regional sEeet with
each lane measuring 7.5 meters. The shoulder on both sides

with a total right-of-way of

2O meters.

of Selkirk Avenue measure 2.9 meters each

Average week day naffic along Selkirk Avenue and Arlington Sneet

respectively, is about 5,000 vehicles per day. Both roads experience medir¡m

taffic vohmes, most of which

is made up of heavy tucl<s. McPhillips Sneet is the eastern boundary of the site, and the

this road swells

ø

raffic voft¡me on

slightly over 20,000 vehicles per day. Traffic volume on Keewatin SEeet measures

approximately 10,000 vehicles per day (see Map 4). Both Keewatin Sreet and

McPhillþ

Srreet are rwo

lane roads with each lane measuring 7.5 meters. The shoulders meåsure 4.2 meters eacb- The total right-of-

way for both roads measures 36 meters and 30 meters respectively, but the problems exist along Selkirk
Avenue, and at the nuning junaions at Keewatin Sreet and McPhillips Sreets. Any potential oipansim
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of these regional streets will require fts ç:6¡s.mption of utility right-of-way and the purchase of additional
lând-

3.23

Environment¿l Concerns

Similar to the C.N.R. site as stated above, environmental concens at the C.P.R. siæ include noise,
dust and úo a lesser extent neighbourhood safety. The sunounding neighbourhood
residential area

tlat is susceptible to noise and dust from

is a homogeneous

siæ operations. Additional noise levels concems

arises ftom vibration effects car¡sed by heavy truck movements, and pedestrian safety issues. The nahre

of

this problem is severe enough tbat sæps were tal€n to provide noise relief for the residens. C.P.R. took
the initiative of responding to neighbourhood concerns by stacking a number of containers nvo and three

high along the inærior of thei¡ fenced compormd to ffeate a noise buffer. Once this action was taken
residents reported a ma¡ked reduction in the level of noise sman¡ting ftom inærmodal operations. Residents

were also ûolerant of the visual effects of stacked containers fronting their homes, possibly becar¡se the
containers were considered to be a visual improvement over the noise, and a direct view into the intermodal

facility.

The observed frequency of container truck pick-up and delivery at the siæ inflicts a heavy srain

on the aspbalt pavement of the roads bordering the facility. Dust ftom the siæ is largely due to vehicr¡lar
and uailer movements on the unpaved surface. Consequently, the roads around the siæ become extremely

muddy during spring tbaws, and this bas carued residents to express their concerns ûo company officials.
To alleviaæ some of these concerns, C.P.R. pays for additional sneet cleaning to be c¿rried out at regular
inærvals during the spring seåson to provide residents and their cars some relief ftom the mud- Pedestrian
safety is also a cause for concern at the site becarue of the size of the trucls, and associaæd haza¡ds for
pede,stria¡s.
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The poæntial for accidents involving haza¡dous material at the site cannot be ignored especially

given the close proximity of residents, and the nature and density of the surrounding housing stock to the
site. However, since operations started at the site there bas not been any reported accident, so it is safe to
assume

tlat the risk of such occurrence is probably

3.2.4

remote.

ConstraintsandOpportunities

Evaluating consEaints and oppormnities at the siæ is based on the above analysis. The most
obvior¡s consEaint on the site is as follows:

1.

The siæ is hemmed in on all sides, and with possibly little likelihood of expansion within the
C.P.R. property, and

2.

Environmental issues on neighbouring residential area on Selkirk Avenue that are associated with
site operations.

There a¡e a number of oppornrnities associated with the site. The following represent the most
obvious opportunities:

1.

The reasonable proximity of the siæ to Vopin and Oak Point Highway Industrial Parks, and some

of its customers, as well as the clustering of manufacturing, warehousing and other commercial
establishments nea¡ the siæ is a tesrlment to its slmbiotic relationship to the indusrial uses in the
area, and promotes the kind of information s¡çhengo among numerous diversified br¡sinesses and

supports the ideas of corporate collaboration refereed to in Chapter Two;
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2.

lhe

siæ is lsss th¡n ten minutes from other major indr¡strial facilities in the Airpon vicinity by

vehicle, and is served by excellent surrounding regional streets tbat provide connection to the
Perimeter Highway @oute 101), and

3.

Canadian Pacific Railway Systemb Catbetry main line and Arborg line provides easy rail

acce^ss

to, and exits from, the siæ for loading outbound and rmloading inbormd containers.

33

1VINNIPEG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

The Vy'innipsg International Airport (W.I.A.) is a significant landmark in the city. The airport is
situated in the west-centrql districr in the commrmity of St James Assiniboia between Omand's Creek and
Tï¡ror Creek that are both tributarie.s of the Assiniboine River (see Map O. The eastern section of the airport
comprises indust¡ial and manufacnrring facilities. To the south is the residential community of St James

Assiniboia (see Airphoto 3). The western and nonû-western sectio'ns of the airport comprise rmdeveloped
commercial and agricultrnal zones rhet are bounded on the north and west by the Perimeter Highway @oute

10r).

Before proceeding frrther, it is imporønt

ûo

note rhat the nnalysis in this 56¿¡¡6n

will focus on the

siæ adjacent to V/.I.A. Canadian Forces Base - Wesærn Barracls (see Map O as this site has been the focr¡s

of discr¡ssions regarding its zuiability for a multimodal ærminal.
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33.1
l1e

Site Assessment

siæ chosen for examination consists 6¡ y/innipeg Inærnational Airport and the site west of

Snrgeon Road in the west central distria of the city. The propæed multimodal ærminal includes an m-site
and off-site facilities, an Industrial Improvement 7-one QTZ), and provisions for wastewater and other
infrastructr¡re services to be situated on 160 acres of the existing Airport land- The toal planning area for

W.I.A. ranges ftom an existing 4)ÃO

acres to a planned nuudmììm

of 4,792 acres that also includes part

of the adacent municipality of Rosser. A sipificant percentage of this ûoal area is already designated
a wide range of

indusrial

fu

uses. The area west of Snugeon Road to tbe Perimeær Highway is approximaæly

2,853 acres. Txre northcrn boundary of the area is dema¡cated by Oak Point Road and Selkirk Avenue (see

Map O.

a\e

western fuundary of the airport siæ is defined by the Perimeær Highway @oute 101). The

souÍhern boundary is ma¡ked by Saskarchewan Avenue and Silver Avenue, the south-west leg of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Glenboro line and the residential neighbourhood

of St

James. 'Itre east¿rn

bomdary of the siæ is bormded by Ferry Road and Sherwin Road.

The general zoning of the area shows that the land $rest of the Canadian Pacific Railway Sysæm's
Glenboro line is 2s¡s¿

Al

(agricultrual use). The airport planning area is zoredlvl2 for heavy industrial

activity. Tte area south of Saskatchewan Avenue and Silver Avenue, and west of Snugeon Road is zoned

Rl

for residential we (see Map O.

l1e residential characteristic of the Sr James neighbourhood

is ¡nedomin¡ntly low density housing

with detached single family structures. South of Silver Avenue, there are some multi-family houses

and

commercial rmits indicati"g some mixed uses in the area. The history of this well-established neighborrhood

is such that it is possible to conclude that the area will not undergo any frmdamenal short-term

changes.

7A
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Eústing Roads

The relevant roads surrounding the W.I.A. site comprise Snngeon Road which is a two lane road

from Ness Avenue to the area just north of Snrrgeon Creek Each lane measr¡res 7.2 metets and widens to
8.0 meters near the airpon. The shoulder on both sides of Sturgeon Road measr¡re 2.5 meters each. Fast

Stugeon Road there is no latitude for road widening. West of Strngeon Road up

ø

of

the inærsectim with

Saskaæhewan Avenræ there is 66.0 meters of land available to accommodate potential road widening. The

toal right-of way on Snrgeon
Average week-day

Road measures 70.0 meærs from Ness Avenue üo Oak Point Road-

raffic volume on Sturgeon Road is considered to be light,

at slightly less than

10,000 vehicles. Traffic along Saslcatchewan Avenue r¡ses this twolane divided road

to

access

establishments that are located on the west side of the airport. Each lane measures 7.0 meters, with a median

of about 6.4 meters. Each shoulder

measr¡res 0.3 meters, while the total right-of-way is 49.5 meters south

of Saskarchewan Avenue and 40.0 meters north of Saskarchewan Avenue.
Silver Avenue is a twolane road with each lane measuring 7.5 meters. The total right-of-way,
including shoulders on both sides of the road measuÍe 30.2 meærs. Traffic volume on rhis road is limiæd
to intemal airport operations raffìc, and does not add any relevant

raffic to the analysis.

Ness Avenue on

the other band is a much used twolane regional road measuring 14.4 meters with a median of 4.8 meærs

on the west end near Shugeon Road and Moray Steet. The road tapers off ta 3.7 meters on the east end
near Kenaston Bouleva¡d" The available right-of-way

ß 22.9 meters. Average daily naffic volume on Ness

Avenue from Moray Sneet is medium, and measures between 10,000 vehicles per day to a high of slightly
over 2.0,000 vehicles per day, between Snugeon Road and Ferry Road (see Map 4). Plan ffinnipeg 2010

coincidenally, mal€s a nr¡mber of road improvement proposals that would benefit the development of a
multimodal ¡erminel, and other industrial uses to the west of the Airporr These are discussed ñ¡rther in
Chapær 4.
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Environmental Concerns

Since the existing r¡se of the land ûo the west of the Airport is mætly agricultual, noise concern

on Saskatchewan Avenue is mostly limited to operations at the Mr¡rray Park indrstrial siæ that is siuaæd
on the east side of Sturgeon Road, and thereby providing some physical separation ftom portions of the
residential community of St James located east of Sturgeon Road (see Map O. Most of the horuing in this
are¿ is det¿ched single-family houses, and are üo a degree, protected ftom aircraft noise in the winter by

snow cover (Carvalho; 1970. In the sr¡mmer

ti-e,

residents in close proximity to the Airport experience

little noise, becar¡se the houses are built with higher stândards than normal inærior insulation Before
proceeding with the development of the multimodal facility, environmental factors such as the swampy

nahre of the land" the protection of Sturgeon Creeþ the propæed dump at Rosser, and the impact on other
habitat should be investigaæd to ascerain the extent of the environmental impacts.

33.4

ConstraintsandOpportunities

As noted above, the siæ is close to the Sr James residential community tbat in the past hâs raised
several concerns over airport and airport related r¡ses.

In the event tbat the multimodal container port is

estâblished west of the Airport, the most obvious consraints facing the site are as follows:

1.

Trucls and other naffic passing through the area, or clæe to the residential

areas create noise, and

other forms of environmental pollution such as dr¡st and air particulaæs;

2.

Additional commuter raffic serving the proposed multimodal terminal and the new indusrial siæ;
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3.

Pæsible increase in aeroplane movements at \V.I.A., particularly at night

if air freight operations

is eryanded; and"

4.

The $22 million capital cost for wastewater servicing, and the fact that the siæ is mætly rmserviced

with the necessary utilities such as sewer, water and elecnicity becarxe it is presently used for
agricultrne.

There are numerous opportunities attribuable to the siæ adjacent W.I.A., and the following is an
outline:

1.

The siæ is sufficiently large to accommodate all the anticipaæd and future uses;

2.

The site is made up of agricultural land that could be planned fo meet short-term and long-term
needs for a multimodal facility;

3.

The siæ hns

4.

Noise generated at the airport site should not pæe m"''y problems with the exception of inseased

¡s

existing r¡ses tbat would inhibit futu¡e growth of the airport lands;

levels of aircraft activity, as previously

note{

and
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5.

Proximity of the siæ to V/.I.A. and the ring of indrstrial parks around the Airport, as well as its
clæeness ûo the Perimeær Highway, mâke an ideal siæ for esøblishing a dominant growth pole

i¡

Vfinnipsg. As alluded to in Chapter Two, "Growth Poles" act

as are¿N

of influence for emerging

and esøblished businesses tbat rely on each other in the successfi¡l conduct of their respective
operations.

At the present time both C.N.R. and C.P.R. intermodal
spread

siæs appear to contribuæ to the random

of the industries and manufacturers that comprise their clienæle goup. In rims, this multimodal

facility at the airport site can give dse to a peripheral location pattern for multimodal operations

as noted

earlier in Cbapter 2.'Itre site has the poæntial to ¡ationalize indusrial sites by shifting tuck caffic ftom

municþl

roads to the Perimeær Highway in the City. Theoretically, as demonsrated by Y/ebels

(lg}g)

theory of indr¡snial location, the siæ is also pæitioned to take full advantage of the wide assortment of
tansponation modes and associated cost savings, and indr¡snial, and manufacturing establishments that are
scåttered tbroughout this quadrant of the city. The relatively large size of the siæ is critical in this analysis
becar¡se a multimodal container

facility of this type inægrates a variety of indr¡strial activities and modal

ransportation combinations as innoduced in Chapter One, and developed in Chapter 4.

3.4

ADYANTAGES OF AN AIRPORT LOCATION

A multimodal facility and other activities at the Airport could naturally form tbe ingredients of a
growth pole as discussed in Cbapter Two. Therefore, the main aim of this section is to demonstrate the
overall advantages of moving the present C.N.R. and C.P.R. intermodal facilities to the airport to establish
a new multimodal facility.

A multimodal facility at the airport raises

issues of development location and

land-use planning priorities, as well as environmental impact issues. As mentioned earlier the multimodal

port should include other industrial activities tbat

fit with the overall growth pole concept as described in

a2
Chapær Forn.

The analysis

of the multimodal facility talas into

component of the termin¡I, but

it

accormt considerations

of the inærmodal

mr¡st be remembered that the requirements for multimodal facility are

unique, and this rmiqueness extends to the Airport site. zimmer is quoæd by Heads (lgg4) as follows,
because of space limitations in mæt urban centers.

The ideal intermodal ærminal ftom a railroad operating perspective would co¡sist of a set

of

nacks running parallel ¡s ths mainline Eacls. Additional

rack length would

be

provided so that the rain could be bnoken into several seønents to allow for cræs truck
and equipment Eaffic. The arriving nain would simply be swiæhed from the meinline
track into one of the terminal nacks. Once the train bad pulled ñrlly inø ¡¡s assigned
track and separated at the designated crossing points, the locomotives would be removed
from the head of the rain and sent to the railroads assigned holding area for servicing.
Tbe cross section of the ideal yard would be deærmined by rhe choice of loading
equipment and the location of container and chassis parking, if it is provided at the facility

(Hea&; 1995: p. Zl).

Despiæ fhe commenß quoæd above, Zimmer recognizes that the rail tracls do not have to be
snaight or level to accommodate the inærmodal componenl In addition, curve limitations of twelve deg¡ees

could be easily accommodated at the Airport siæ.

It is recognized that the railway

companies have the

option of developing their intermodal operations along their respective mainlines, however, the purpæe of
the multimodal facility is to provide operational efficiency, and to account for short-term needs while being

mindful of longer-ærm objectives. The analysis in rhis 5sctis¡ is not
that a multimodal container port is likely to raise,
decisiormaking.

it merely

a ¡ranacea

for all the planning problems

affempts to provide an objective basis for
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3.4.1

Land-Use Requiremenb at W.I.A.

Clearly, a case can be made for recognizing the special and unique nah¡re of multimodal freight
ærminals as far as land r¡se is concemed- Inærmodal yards in Winnipeg are cbaracærir.edby their capacity i.e., the number of containers that cunent inærmodal yards can accommodate. Based on a conrve¡satim with

the mânâgers of the two intermodal yards,

it

is estimaæd that a tenfold increase of the combined

presently occupied by both C.N.R. and C.P.R. inærmodal sites would be sufficient
and long-ærm objectives. By adding C.N.R's. 32 acres with C.P.Rfs. 20 acres,
(52 acres

x

ûo

area

meet short-ærm needs

nultrpllng tle

toral by æn

10 = 520 acres). The proposed 520 acres is also similar to the number of acres in the example

at Hunæville, Alabama. An estimate of about 500 acres of land at the site west of the airport is expecæd
to be an appropriaæ size tbat could be set aside for the multimodal container operations at the W.I.A. site.

To determine and defÏne the optimum level to which this inland multimodal container port can be

fully

developed, each activity (rail, air, and truck), may be regarded as having a production function

comprising several resor¡¡ces (land, roads and equipment) which may be gradually increased- Altematively,
numeror¡s indusriat locations in close proximity to the airport are eryected to seate substantial income-

generating activities for the multimodal facility.

The value of Manitoba's current containerized merchandise traffic at both C.N.R. and C.P.R.
inærmodal yards, as shown in the Appendix H, provides some information for establishing the optimrm
capacity of a mr¡ltimodal faciliry adjacent to rhe W.I.A..

Once this optimum capacity is esøblished, the question is: What are the benefits from rcjuvenating
the existing inærmodal facilities as opposed to creating a new multimodal facility? This is the central issue.

a4
3.42

Rejuvenated Facility Yersus New Terminal

All of the previoruly

discr¡ssed requirements shows the constrainß associated with the C.N.R. and

C.P.R. sites. Constraints of the nvo existing intermodal sites as outlined in sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.4 come

into play, especially when a decision bas to be made regarding continued rne of the existing intermodal
freight 1s¡p.innls, versus tbe construction of a new facility at the airport. At the same time it was noted that
existing terminal operaûors and r¡sers find that their opportunities for eryansion are severely limited at the
present inærmodal. However, it was shown that the airport ¿¡s¿ hns very large lsnd parcels of sufficient size

to support a new, relocated, multimodal facility ftom an operational standpoint

In an aüempt to identify criteria for the ideal multimodal ûerminal, Heads (1995, p. 2f) engmerates
the following key points which Vandeveer (1Ð4) suggests could improve the ability ¡ç ¡stain the terminals,

"state-of-the-art' alter the initial de.tig include the following. The facility should be:

1.

Responsive ûo the overall ransportation system, with overall efficiency relaæd not only to the

intermodal facility but also

ûo

the connecting Eansport modes;

2.

Able to allow for long-ûerm and short-term oipansion;

3.

Adapable

4.

Flexible for alærnative equipment handling and storage modes, e.g., rsing different types of

ûo

current and fun¡re technological advances;

equipment and accommodating cbanges in naffic mix benveen railer and containers;
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5.

Accessible for both rail and road movements;

6.

User-friendly for ope.rators and customers, e.g., dealing with problems a¡ising ftom æmporary
equipment bneakdowns and providing adequaûe information and education for new users, and

7.

Cost-effective and space-efficient, balancing cost against the tbrougþut-generating capability for
each component of the facility.

It might be added to this list, that from the community and planning perspective, a terminal must
exhibit compatibility with its suroundings - i.e., be a'good neighborn.'Consequently, tbe existing C.N.R.
and C.P.R. terminals can be assessed ûo ascertain

3.43

if

these conditions bave been met

Problems with Rejuvenating CNR and CPR Terminals

Intermodal freight terminals are land intensive, and an examination of both C.N.R. and C.p.R.

facilities demonsnaþ that they require a substantial dedicaæd land area. Also, as is the case with other
inærmodal facilities in North America, they are usually si¡sd within urban areas as is the såse sf pinnip€g,
Edmonton, and Calgary. As was demonsraæd earlier in rhis sþpte¡, both sites ¿¡s limited by location due
ûo

several constrainß and mode dominance.
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Tte existing facilities

bave been shown to bave limited opportunities for redeveloprment or

erpansion, or both. In addition to physical location constraints on curent C.N.R. and C.P.R. intermodal

fteight terminal sites, there are also a number of social or environmentål constrainß that have been
identified at these locations. Existing intermodal ærminal facilities bave been toleraæd in Winnipeg's rnban
areas, and the land

on which they reside may be rezoned to a higher use by advocates of rnban

redevelopmenl Thus, due to possible zoning restrictions based on environmental 6¡ 6ús¡ similar cons6aints,
developers and users of intermodal fteigbt ¡s¡¡inels may find their location and operational options severely

limi¡s{ or exercisable only

3.4.4

at drastically reduced levels of effìciency.

New Multimodal Terminal at W.I.A.

The costs involved in purchasing and preparing the siæ adjacent üo the airport may be qitiøzed
as uneconomic by C.N.R. and C.P.R.. However, the efficiency cæß would probably not be sufficient to

carne the move to take place immediately. As noæd earlier, an application of the theory of indr¡srial
location as discussed in Chapter Two shows that the airport siæ is bound ûo reduce intra and inter-city
transportation cost for corporations due to concentration of services, and the inch¡sion of a value-added
manufacturing and a

3.5

ariff

free port

MULTIMODALf,REIGHTTERMINALREQUIREIVIEI'TTS

Tbe suggestion for a viable value-added multimodal freight terminal, in and of itself, provide
insight into why such facility may face location or operational consEaints. Therefore,

it is eqsential

tbat

these requirements be categorized and classifìed- Some multimodal terminals are basically mode dominant

in that their location or fi¡nction is deærmined primarily by a single transport mode. Airporb fall within this
category becar¡se their location is dictated by the presence of runways, where the primary consideration is

a7
mencumbered space

ûo

accommdate aircraft operations, even thoogh air freight is only

¿

smell cornpment

of the toal fteight vol¡rms.

At the other extreme, trucking operations can adjust to nearly any location environment. Therefme,
a multimodal terminal that involves trucking may be considered rmconstrained as fa¡ as rhis mode is
concerned- Regardless of the modes involved" multimodal terminals, by their nah¡re, are land intensive. This

is to say, they require substantial dedicated land a¡eas if they are

üo

ñmction efficiently. Iand availability

is an important prerequisiæ for the propæed larger multimodal terminal complex Since land assembly can
be difficult in large urban areas, it ofæn constitutes a major challenge in land use planning to find suffïcient
land-

This association c:rn finther complicaæ multimodal freight terminal requirements.

All

urban goods

movemenß have long been the subjeø of inænsive study and analysis simply due to the added cosß and

traffic congestion inherent in moving freight within

areas of high traffic densities. The airpon site provides

reasonably high level of tucking flexibility and considerable latitude in siting facilities, because of the large
area and the proximiry to the Perimeær Highway which can be used ûo access other major highways.

3.6

LA¡ID DEYELOPMENT AI{D ZONING
The area adjacent to the airport is unique because of iæ nnal-urban interface characteristic which

is concomiant with Penoufs (1950) theory of "Growth Pole." This growth pole on the west side of

the

Airport" though located at the urban periphery is, in the case of Winnips.g, also clæe to the rnban centre.
With a total travelling time of about ten minutes by vehicle to the city center, the siæ is able
advantage of entrepreneurial innovation and agglomeration of economies.

üo take

full
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One implicit difficulty of implementing zoning regulations in the area north of the Winnipeg
Inærnational Airport

is tlat the area innoduces unique conditions, and appropriate zoning should

be

eståblished ûo protect ftom the following:

The siæ is in

a

fringe or interface 7sn¿ ¡hel is under the control of nvo municþlities (n¡msly

Winnipeg and Rosser), and should be protecæd ftom short-term plals, by either authority

ûo ensure

that appropriate uses are coordinated to serve long+erm goals;

2.

Because land. prices ofæn escalate rapidly when demand increases, as well as the fact tbat land

prices can vary considerably berween municþlities, the municipalities of Rosser and Winnipeg
must have the same vision in terms of zoning;

3.

Local nunicipal government officials

in Rosser

and

Winnþg

are usually more rel¿xed in

enforcing land control, because there a¡e varying sta¡dards of development requirements between
the two municipalities. Nonetheless, as noted earlier in Chapær Two, efforts have been initiated
through the Capial Region Committe¿

ûo

coordinate deveþment and land-rse policies among the

various municipal governments, and

4.

Given the complexity of legal jurisdictions on land-rne changes tbat occu in the rual-rnban
interface, areas with the same zoning could result in different development forms. The density of
development tbat might affect the choice of location, matces it difficult for municþlities to control
the ultimaæ density of r¡se to which the land might be put"
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To remedy this potential difficulty, the Capital Region Straægy Commiræe (1995) in a doûment
titled "Pa¡hers for the Fuhüe" recommended modification to planning, zontng, as well

¿s

¡[s m¡nngêmênt

mechaniss to ensure compatible development on the land north of the airport in the Mrnicipality of
Rosser. In addition, implementing and coordinating a form of staged development could alleviaæ poæntial

long-term problems of rm-coordinated development. Also, becar¡se there may be resist¿nce to the concept

of a large indr¡strial area by St James residents, and since the a¡ea contains featr¡res tbat should be proæcæd
(e.g., Snrrgeon Creek), zoning must take this

3.6.1

inø

account.

T,oning Techniques Applicable at W.I.A. Site

In general there are two types of zoning æchnique: hierarchial and exclusive. Hiera¡chal zoning,
the mæt common and simple technique, is used in most smnll urban areas, so

it is relevant to the W.IA.

siæ. This technique involves the establishment of a hierarcþ of adjacent land r¡ses. Residential zoned areas

are at the top of the hierarchy and agricultural zoned areas are at the bottom. The unforumaæ aspect of

zening according to Babcook (1960 is that zoning boards often reflect the inæress of paticular groups,
and their decisions can be influenced to create "windfall" or speculative profits to real estate dealers.

Because the multimodal facility ha* a value-added componeng

applþg

exch¡sive zoning such as

overlay zoning to the affected areas may be required in conjunction with other types of special zoning for
the tariff free porr Overlay zones for noise are also necessary for the multimodal facility. Noise compatible

land-use is recognized by the United Staæs Deparment of Transportation (1974) in their study titled "The

Audible kndscape: Manr¡al for Highway Noise and rsnd use." This study recognizes zoning as one of
many a¡lminisEative æchniques available ûo Govemments to encourage noise compatible land-r¡se connol
near highways, railyards and airpors. The report identifies the three principal r¡ses of zoning as a noise

compatibiliry control principles as follows:
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(1)

E¡rclusion

of typically incompatible

uses, such as residences, from a noise-impacæd area by

allowing only industrial use;

(2)

Regulation of specific deails of development design or constructio,n, such as limiß on building

height or requirements for buffer strips, noise barriers, ¡nd sormd insulating construction; atrd,

(3)

Znfug can permit special deveþment

concepts such as ch¡sters and planned unit development

(P.5)

The report also recognizes that the first principle, though a simple and effective technique, "may

conflict with other plans for community growth, and it may render the land worthless if no demand exise

for industrial land" (P.5). The second principle is "u.sually effective, but often the applicability of

the

requiremenß extends to buildings that do not need special construction techniques ûo be noise compatible"

(P.5). The third pfnciple promotes "incentive zoning" and promotes "develo¡rnents s¿¡¡[ 5ignificant
advantages" @.5).
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3.62

Zofug

Administerin g T,oning at the Airport

as an administrative technique ûo dfuect

la¡d use at the Airport site is in accordance with

a plan for orderly conmunity growth and development, and relies on zoning ordinance or bylaws which

specify the t¡pe of land use permined in each zoning disnicr Applying this

ûo

the W.I.A. siæ allows the

planner to draw ftom the United States Department of Tranqlortation report on "Highway Noise" which

explicitly notes that "Znningspecifications bave been enacteÅ to control environment¿l emission, siens, offs6eet parking facilities, lot size frontage, maximum building height, and ratio of open space to developed

land" (P.9). The above precedents make zoning a r¡seful tool to control noise and other environmental
problems in areas within a community which is impacted by excessive noise and is not within the traditional
zgning districts.

Given the eq)ectation tbat the multimodal facility is likely ûo creåte some noise, in addition to
increased frequency of air flights, it is proper to suggest the creation of a series of new "noise impa.ct zones"

on the existing zoning map (see Figure 1). These new zonqs would constitr¡te the cteation of a single
"overlay zone" oÍ "special purpose zone" which are also called "superimposed disEicts," because the noise

impaø zones are zuperimposed over the regular zoning map @.10).

Such maps are extremely r¡sefr¡l for planning airpon and multimodal comparability, because tbey

show the a¡eas that are most likely to be severely affeaed by unacceptable noise levels. At S/.LA'., tbese
maps have also played a vital role in environmental protection of wetland, so their use in exEacting vah¡able

environmental information is not new (see Figure l). The A.V.D.P. Noise Exposure Forecast (N.E.F.) shows
that about half of the Airport siæ is expæed to noise levels that fall below the 25 N.E.F. contour. Below
the 30 N.E.F. contour, sporadic complains may occur becar¡se the noise may interfere with
outdoor activities.

sme fcms of
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Furthermore, the report on "noise impact zones" by the United States Deparment of Transportation
suggests that "land which falls in such a. zone would be subject not only to the regulations pertaining to the

regular zone in which

it lies, but also o the additional regulations pertaining to the overlay zø€'

As was demonstraæd earlier in this Chapúer, residential

r¡ses

(P.10).

ake precedence over other r¡ses such as

industrial use. This hierarchy is best oplained by a quote from the 'tloise

hpaa

Sardy" by the Un¡ted

States Deparment of Highways and Transportation.

under cumulative zoning, zones are ranked in some (hlgh úo low) use sequence such as
heavy industrial, light industrial commercial, multi-family residential or single-family
residential. Any use permitted in a low use zone, zuch as a single family residential, is
automatically permiaed in higher use zon€s, such as heavy industrial, but the reverse is
not true. Non-cumulative zoning does not auúomatically permit uses other than those
specificalty allowed in a given zone (P.11).

In the case of the multimodal container facility de"ign and site desip can be r¡sed as deails to
establish the zoning mechanism which ænds úo ameliorate poæntial noise incompatibilities. Such measrnes

could include the following: (1) Buffer strips, and (2) Noise Barrier - Construction of earth berm or wall
during developmenl The need for such measures will be expanded in chapær Fou.

3.7

NECESSITY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Public participation, partnership and cooperation among salçeholders is vitål to the overall survival

of the multimodal container port. An¡stein (1969), in an article on citizen parricipation identifies three bnoad
caûegories as follows: non-particþation, tokenism, and citizen power. Eight steps a¡e identified within these

three broad caægories.

Nonparticþtion is the lowest rung and within

the rung ¡s manipulation, and therapy.

Both describe levels of non-participation with the objective of enabling powerholders to educaæ the
powerless. Degrees of økenism is comprised of tlree rungs which include information, consultation, ¡nd
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3-

The site is able to accommodate the required 6,000 foot rail ûacls suggesæd by Heads (1995),

Environmentally, the analysis leads one tD reÆgn:øp tbat much indr¡strial activity is noisy and
dusty, ¡nd tb¿t these characæristics give rise to air and water pollution and neighbourhood blight. these

local effece can be quiæ overwhelming for neighbourhood residenß. Also, it is feasible to conclude tbat
air pollution can also be a deterrent
ûo suggest

ûo

other indr¡stries in addition ûo transportation- However it is reasonable

rhât most of the indr¡snies tbat depend on clustering,

and aim at reducing Ea¡sportation cæt are likely

o

empþ frequent

transportation of fteight

overlook issues of air pollutio4 in order to provide a

menogeable working environmenL

Finally, the influence of appropriate zoning designations, rules and regulations, as well as their
enforcement is expecæd to alleviate the environmental impacts on residents and neighbourhoods. This
mecbanism is expecæd also to minimize the potential of negative medir¡m to long-term invesment concems

of business enærprises. Although zoning is an attempt

úo reduce

the effect of negative exûernal factors on

Iand value and property, this the a'alysis shows that other aspects of zoning have become quite imporønr

For example,

¿Npects zuch as reducing uncertainty and competition

implementation of regulations which can influence land-use.

in different municipalities

through
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CHAPIER

4

SITE PLANNING

4.

ACHIEVING A MULTIMODAL PORT

Essentially, the information presented in this chapær deals with rhe final question posed in th€

introductio,n How could a multimodal container port be achieved? This requires an outline of the site plans

of the concept plans, an analysis of the traffic circulation around the site, an assessment of the required
infrastructr¡re and services, and an enr¡meration of the prevailing site conditions and likely environmental
impacts tbat could result from a multimodal development.

As technology and indusrial organizations cbange, so have the ærms of reference for com¡rarative
locational advantages

in ransporøtion. Therefore,

attempts at

deveþing long-term l¡nd-use, site,

and

concept plans for a new multimodal container port engenders a complex set of issues, especially given

recent advances

in

æchnology, the need to accommodate a wide variety

of

users, and the necêssary

infrastructure support. Already, several freight terminals and facilities have been built to the east of the

airpon. Facilities zuch as the Air Canada building was built by air caniers

ûo improve the sorting and

transfer of goods moving via their own flights, and to a lesser extent, those involved in ca¡rier intercbange.

Bristol Aeræpace and Sandard Aero facilities are also locaæd adjacent

for eryansion A axiway connects these facilities

o

the airpon where there is

l¡¡d

the airport (See Airphoto 3). Other examples include

Esso Aviat and Shell Aero Center which opened new facilities

and crews travelling on private and corporate planes.

ø

in

1990, providing services úo passengers
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Given the multiplicity

of

of users that a¡e eryected to locate at the

issues and the variety

multimodal facility, relevant siæ planning issues become an essentiâl component of the overall plan One
of the mæt imporønt of these planning issues, is for the pl¿n

ûo

avoid blocking long-ærm growth potential

of the multimodal facility by placing permanent barriers on all sides. For example one of these barriers can
take the form of major thoroughfares built close ûo the airport boundary instead of a few hun&ed meteß
away. Other examples zuch as, building drainage ditches, and placement of e4ensive utility structures either

on the airport Foperty or immediately adjacent to it. The proposed låndfill siæ j¡st north of the airport in
the

municþlity of Ræser is one

such example of a potential barrier to funre airport oçansion, although

Transport Ca¡adat guidelines suggest

tlat the låndfill is within its regulatioms.

This is a crucial problem which impinges on the overall land-r¡se and siæ plans, because some
cities, like Chicago, have seen this bappen twice. In the first case, Chicago's Midway airport was hemmed-in

by development, so a larger Eact of land was bought and a new airport (OTIare) was built in a rew
zubrnban location Now, OTIare is hemmed-in becarse of the problems posed by allowing ¡s¡-çsnfq¡ming
uses neår the airpon.

A second example can be for¡nd at the potomac intermodal rail terminal at Arlingto,n,

Virginia, which is immediaæly adjacent ¡o 1ry¿shingúon, D.C.. This long-used siæ is liærally hemmed-in on

all for¡¡ sides by major highways and recent commercial developments. In Cgnrda's case, rhe Edmonton
Municipat Airport is sunounded by shopping malls, hotels, and residential developments. In all these cases,

short

of

compleæ demolition and reconstruction

of the

nansport facilities, extensions are virnrally

impossible.

Erperience demonshates that industrial and commercial clusters, including single-family and

multiple-family housing ch¡sters quickly spring up a¡ound big airpors as

in the case of

Calgarl/s

International Airport and Edmonton s Mrmicipal Airport. Also, allocation of airport land and adjacent land
to anticþted fun¡re r¡ses could be built into the overall land-r¡se and siæ plans which includes a buffer of
open space. f,56þtjshing planning guidelines is essential, partly becaue development has been lnown

ø

move right up to the airport fence and to occupy space tbat does not restrict non-airport use. Apart ftom
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physical iszues, there are other critical issues such as the environment, traffic congestion, and the sensitíve
issue of public

particþtion which

need

o

be considered frrlly.

Invariably, the ideas and plans Fesented in this chapær are

ûo

prevent non-compatible develop'm.ent

scenariæ from bappening. The on-site multimodal freight ærminal dqsign presents tbe patærn of modal
interface as described later in section 4.1.2 that would recopize the requirements of the multimodal facility.

Further, the plans are prepared

ûo

justify compatible zoning through available appeal llrocesses, zuch

as

public particþtion, and mobilizing, when necessaÐ/, business, industry, and civic leaders. Methods of
søkeholder consultation would be explored in order tbat the community as a whole may be made aware of
the need for the multimodal facility. Empbasis on the facility design focuses on reducing over-all transport

costs, Eaffic congestion, and environmental disbenefits, \ryhile promoting energy conservatioq creating a
more efficient, and less publicly intrusive 6encport network that reduces truck traffic from the city steets.

The Planning Process:

First,

ß an outline of

already been established

the siæ plans

of the proposed multimodal concept at the Airport It

has

in Cbapter Two tbat Eansportation planning is inextricably linked to land-use

planning because transport facilities locate in a¡e¿s where l¿nd bas been set aside to provide easy road
access.

In

essence, this

twofold relationship is made visible by the mânner in which services and

transportation infrastructures influence the location of manufacturing aaivities

i¡

\tr/innipsg. Tbe concept

includes an on-site facility and an off-site facility. The on-site facility corlsists of a central fteight ærminal.

Tte off-siæ facility

consists

of a container wa¡ehor¡sing and sorting ærminal, and va¡ious

multi-r¡ser

facilities, some of which could be operaæd by air, rail, and truck c¿¡riers as described later. I¿nd-use
information on the site is presented

ûo

demonsraæ the available space for industrial firms wishing to locaæ

plants or wa¡ehorses within the off-site complex
multimodal economies.

in order to enjoy reduced

transportatim costs and
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Second, is an analysis

of taffic circulation around the siæ. Circulation plens ¿¡ tbe multimodal

container port incorporates featues of the proposals outline<l

in "PIan V/innipeg Towa¡ds 20lA' aú,

'Sinnipsg Airport Vicinity Development PIån (AVDP)." In rhis thesis, fhere are essentially two goals in
the transportation plan for the multimodal container port resulting ftom the necessary cbanges in land-r¡se
a¡ound Y/innipeg Inærnational Airport.

To foster the ea"y flow of ransporting fteight activity at ths V/innipeg Inærnational Airport siæ,

an4

2.

To provide on-site and off-siæ facilities tbat are able to handle container Eansportation demands
at fhe appropriate levels of service.

A

second goal of AVDPs plan requires an enumeration

of their circulation plan which

endorses

"Plan V/innipeg Towards 2010," addresses the Ennsitional approach to traffic circulation around the airport
siæ and, the e4ecæd environmental impacts resulting from development and operation of the facility.

Third,

ß

an assessment

of the required infrastructu¡e, and services to

enhance operation

of the

facility. The nansportation infrastructure requirements at the siæ are such that it is necessary to bave the
following:

The exist€nce of railway line connections to the mainlines of both national railway
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companies; and,

2.

Inprovements in infrastructure to provide easy access

üo

Euck routes and

ûo

the major

highway networh including the Perimeuer Highway.

Fourth, is an enr¡meration

of the

environmental impacts that are likely

to resr¡lt from

the

multimodal developmeng operation, and the prevailing siæ conditions. The purpose of this section is not
to solve impacß, but to enumerate the likely environmental consequences of the propæed development.

4.1

SITE PI"AhII{ING

The proposed site plan for Winnþg's multimodal container port has some simil¡rity to the
multimodal container facility in Hunsville, Alabama which is sinnted on 34 acres of tbe 1,700 acres of land

tlat is dedicated to the

Jetplex Indusnial Park with direct and immediate acc€ss to the runways. In

Winnipeg's case, the proposed site provides an adequate supply
requirement

At

of

of land

ûo accommodaæ the initial

100 acres which exceeds land dedicated for the on-site facility in the Huneville example.

the present time the total supply of vacant industrial zoned land is reported ûo be

neighbourhood of about 104 acres in the

øal

in

the

Saint James-Assiniboia area (see Appendix B). Approximaæly

68 acres of the reported 104 acres is serviceable land on the Airport tand tbat is ready fon immediate
developm.ent

of an on-site facility. The total

acreage accounts

for only 3.5% of the tot¿l vacancy of

indusnial land in the municþlity of Winnipeg, demonsrating that there is a higher level of demand. By
comparison, the Sr Boniface - Sr Vital area accouns for 36.7% of all indr¡srial land which shows a lower
demand in this ¿¡sa of the city. Located in the municipality of Rosser, the indusrial land on the notbem
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segment of the

Airpfft site is desiepaæd

as part

fc

of the Airport Vicinity Development Proæction Area

airport related uses only.

Similarly, 500 acres of dedicated land for the off-siæ facilities would meet the tand requirements
outlined in section 3.4.1. Additional land for the off-siæ facility could be converted from agriculu¡ral

r¡se

to indr¡strial use because it is not high grade agriculnrre land- However, the entire area is rm-serviced

as

noted ea¡lier (see section 3.3.4).

4.1.1.

Advantages of the Site

In addition to advantages mentioned in Chapær Ît'ree, there are numeror¡s advantages associaæd
with the airport site, but importantly, it meets the land supply requirements, and infact exceeds ¡[s l¡nd in
the Huntsville Jetplex Indusrial Park example in Hrmsville, Alabama. In Map 6, the entire area west of

Snrgeon Road and north of Saskarchewan Avenue is designated for developing off-siæ facilities. This is
a suiable area for indrutrial type uses since it is removed from the residential areas, and is easily accessed

from the Perimeær Highway and Ræser Road inærchnnge, as well as ie clæe proximity to existing
industrial areas in the mrmicipalities of Rosser and Winnipeg. It is also in an area that bas more than enough
land to accommodate CPR and CNR intermodal off-site ope.rations.

As shown eatlier, the area south-west of the airport area is reserved for developing the on-site
multimodal concepl Important land-use designations are incorporated into the infrastruchre development
plans in Map 6 to provide the most suiable framework for linking on-site and off-site facilities. Based on

compatibility with the ciry's urban and industrial development, and management policies, the design of the

facility seels to incorporaæ the existing alignment of the railway nacks to provide a smooth and
system that is capable of bandling nore *han a one mode at a time.

seamless

LO2

4.12

The Multimodal Site Planning Concept

The concept of a multimodal container facility includes both on-site and off-siæ facilities. fhe

or

siæ facility has two components: warehousing and value-added manufactrning. The off-siæ facility bas tb¡ee

components: conainer warehousing, an indr¡srial area, and a value-added customs area.

The on-site facility is locaæd to provide eåsy access to the existing nmways, the provincial
highway system, and the CNR and Qpf, ¡¿inlines. Design of the on-siæ facility attempts

ûo

take advantage

of the existing industrial develop'ment in the areas surrounding the airporr
Figure 2 is intended to act a twedimensional inærface de"ign which erplains the flow of containers
amoD$ modes. The plan includes additional taxi-ways to accommodaæ freight transfer ftom aeropl¡nes, and

the ability

ßo

accommodaæ the simultaneous loading and unloading

modes. The ærminal is de.signed in such a way that

whereþ

it

of numeror¡s air, rail and trucking

c¿n be viewed as a Eansport performance centre

each mode can be discharged at regular inærvals without shrmting benveen ærminals as is presently

the case in the CNR and CPR inærmodal operations. For example, in the CNR inærmodal operation
containers are shrmted benveen Symington Yards and the V/ilkes Yards. On the other hand, Figrne 3 is a
three-dimensional diagrammatic representation depicting automated operations.

J[s main fimction of Figrne

3 is to show the multimodal ransfer in some detail. The interactions depicted in Figrnes

2 and3 are at the

core of the on-site sesment of the plan for a seamless system tbat inægrates activities at tbe on-siæ facility.

Ideally, in order ûo take frrll advantage of the multimodal facility, the proposed conc€pt should
include the esablishment of a Tariff Free Port (TFP), and a Free Tnde Tnne (FTZ) in the airport area. Tte
on-site TFP facility is also expeaed to be part of theF'Iiz, and could hor¡se Customs House Brolærs, Freight
Forwarders, a specialry Canadian Cusøm Area

in which foreip and domestic freight can be stord

repackagd manufacrured" or altered, with cus¡oms duties defened r¡ntil the merchnndise leaves the zone
for Canadi¿n consumptiou

FIGIIRE 2:
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Automated a¡r cargo terminal designed by Lockheecl Georgia
opt¡mizes jumbo jet utilization and interchange with smaller aircraft.
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If

the mercbandise leaves the zone for Canadian consrmptioq tbe raæ of duty could be based either

on the classification of the merchandise tbat is admired to the zone, or,

if

the merchandise has been

manufacüned or otherwise altered, the raûe could be based on the merchandise that leaves the zone. In any
event, the lower rate is applied to the mercbandise.

t1nÊ'

FfZ a[ows

companies ûo avoid payrng customs duties twice. Therefore, mercbandise that

comes into the zone can be re-eryorted

to other

cormtries, eliminating customs duty because the

mercbandise never enters Canada's commerce. Consequently, should an occasion arise where a

customer retums a mercbandise, the possibility

of paying "double duty'' is eliminatd

merchandise goes through the F'IZ twice - once when the goods come in the first

ti-e,

fceip

becarse the

and again when

it

is retr¡rned ftom the customer. Creation of the FTZ completely eliminaæs this circumstance because users
never gry duty on the goods while in V/innipeg.

Ouçbound inspection facilities cor¡ld also be incorporated to provide similar communications
capabilities for out-bor¡nd check-outs, along with space for mâintenance and repair
equipment. Tte off-site facility could offer other services

*¡¡ç¡

of

containers and

might include container depot storage with

parking capacity for TOFC and COFC unis. The entire facility must be made secue with a concrete barrier
such as a wall, and topped with a security fence. The on-site facilities mr¡st also be monitored consøntly

by ælevision cameras which scån the entire facility, providing a state-of-the-art security system.

Such

a

conc€ntrated indr¡suial facility a¡ound the airport really requires

a fully

developed

Emergency Response facility (ERÐ - particularly because of the proximity of residential development in

the a¡ea. The on-siûe ERF in the Sr James-Assiniboia area is essential to respond ûo fires, erycure

üo

hezatdous materials, and other emergency situations that require specially trained medical and fire fighær

personnel.

the

propæed ERF

is a service that includes

necessary safety measure

for the proposed

development, and is inænded to provide assurance to shippers, and security for residents in the neighbouring

community

of St

James-Assiniboia against unforeseeable events such as chemical spills, fues and

transportation accidents. This is essential because in some cases where haz^rdous materials are present,
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potential accidents ought to be planned for as key a component in a land-use plan is that

it is entirely

consisænt with public safety.

The off-siæ facility is eryecæd to form part of theF.'iiZ, which includes an Indusnial lmprovemenr

Tnne (nZ) in which indr¡stries in the value-added segment can locate near the airport as stated earlier.

Desig¡ criæria for the off-siæ facility is out of the scope of this research as nrrmeror¡s søkeholder
companies are likely to introduce industry-specific design specifications and criæria. Nonetheless, the offsite facility is neÆded to zubstituæ the current sûorage areås at bofh the C.N.R. and C.P.R. inærmodal yards.
Because of the operations that are carried out at the off-siæ facilities,

cranes

for loading and unloading

containers. Container sûorage

it is pæsible to inroduce

overhead

at the off-site facility can also

accomplished with the use of cranes and other motorized equipment as

be

it is presently cûried out in the

existing inærmodal facilities.

The intent of the Indr¡strial Improvement Znne is

ûo

serve as an incubaûor and a marketing feanue

to attrac't other industries to the location Other relaæd fr¡nctions include long-range planning and the overall

economic development

of the area. The TFP provides cost saving benefits ûo users of the mr¡ltimodal

container port, and is inænded to act in the s¡me manner as a duty free centre for passenger traffìc.

Given the on-site and off-site facilities, and the multimodal concept, it is possible to dedr¡ce tbat

the siæs are be$er zuiæd to utilize the particular advantages associated with each of the modes. As
previously shown

by

indusnial location theory, the on-site and off-site facilities complement each other,

and also satisfies the least-cost approach to industrial location which identifïes the locatim desires of fïrms

to sin¡aæ in areas tbat offer minimtrm Eansportation cæts. Theoretically, as noted earlier in Chapter Two,
nowadays the connection between location and

aaivity hns weakened, while there bas been a rise of

communication tecbnology and multimodalism, and this could ñ¡rther talre advantage of the foot-loæe nahre

of indr¡snies.
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Development of the on-siæ and off-siæ facilities also helps the planni¡g perspective of encouaging
"a balanced approach to mainaining established neighbourhoods, encouraging appro¡niate development of

existing indr¡strial and commercial areas, and providing for new economic deveþment opporhmities"
(Winntpeg Airport Vicinity Development Plan, 199a: p. 33). This issue will be dealt with in more detail
under environmental issues.

AIRPORT

VICINIIY TRÄNSPORTATION CIRCTILATION

Transportation circulation at tle on-siæ and off-siæ multimodal facilities subscribes to conventional

wisdom that the fteight must be able to move freely into and out of the modal Eansfer areas. Tbe railway

line in Figrre 2 is meant to provide a link with CPR's Glenboro line which provides access o CNR and
CPR main lines.

In the case of rail connection in the multimodal nansporation concept, there is an obvious need
to provide a seamless system by providing railway line inærchange for both C.N.R. and C.P.R. railway
m4inlinss, and this could be achieved as shown in Map 6.

Truck accessibility to the siæ could be achieved via the Perimeter Highway to the on-siæ facility,,
and an adjacent

IIZ where manufacturers could locate. Access to the on-siæ facility and the off-siæ facility

could be achieved via a ring-rouæ which linl€ the areås east off the Airport with the W.I.A. siæ. The ring
-route includes Sturgeon Road, Silver Avenue, Kenasûon Boulevard, and Oak Point Highway (see Map O.
Access to the Perimeter highway ûo varioru organizations and destinations could then be achieved via For¡r

Mile Road and Ræser Road and both roads could be developed to faciliaæ traffic

access ro the

IIZ

and

off-siæ facility. Given the available right of way, both roads could be developed ñ¡rther and expanded to

six lanes to facilitate the smooth flow of raffic. Road ra-nsport inæraction could also be enbanced by
widsning Moray Sreet and Silver Avenue ûo speed the movement of

tucls from the on-site facility to

indr¡stries located east of the airpon. Development of Snugeon Road and Moray Street, between ponage
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Avenue and Saskatchewan Avenue should be limited
'limitations

úo

cornmuter traffic, because there are environmental

such as pedestrian and truck interactions.

Siæ specification based on erçerience and location theory indicaæs tbat the on-site and off-siæ

ærminals are zuiøbly locaæd to provide proximity to all cunent markets both local and national, by
providing minimum transit time, rather tban minimr¡m mileagg, and by making it easier for truck carriers
ûo take advantage

of tbe major highways arteries

as shown

in Plâte B. Circulation of road ransportation at

the siæ ¿þ6 hinges on the time it akes to access varior¡s centers at the airport. The Silver Avenue extension
ûo

Kenâston Bouleva¡d and the access it provides ftom all indr¡strial a¡eas around the airpon fosærs a higher

utilization rate of the overall road network.
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GN\IERAL IMRASTRUCTURE IMPLICATIONS

Infrastructr¡re improvements that would assist the multimodal facility include a plethora of regional
sEeet improvements tbroughou¡ $y'innipsg. For example, development at the airport and within the

limi6

of the multimodal container port is influenced by specific regional street imptovements contained in Plan
Winnipeg Toward Ð10, and support the multimodal facility at the airport These improvements include the

following (see Plaûe B):

Kenasúon Boulevard, upgrading ûo a 4-lane divided cross-section ftom McGillivary Boulevard to
the CN mainline. In addition"

if

the proposed muttimodal container facility immediaæly increases

container traffic, a Kenasüon Boulevard grade separation at the CNR m¡inline would be nec€ssary,

but as part of the general improvement, and the need to increase auûomobile traffic flow for
residenß travelling ftom the south-west area of the city to the employment establishmenß in the

airport area;
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Bishop Grandin Boulevard, extension from rùy'averley Street to Scr¡rfield Boulevard (at Kenaston
inærsection);

Cbarleswood Bridge proposal would facilitaûe overall improvement in north-south arærial

raffic

movement in west V/innipeg which benefïts the airport to sorme degee. The Cbarleswood Bridge
improvement is inænded to relieve traffìc congestion on the Sr James Bridge and Route #90. Tbe

bridge

will provide alternate airport

access

for Cbarleswood residenß, and access to the airpmt

which is primarily focused on the Sr James Bridge. Construction of the Cbarleswood Bridge,
would also link Roblin Bouleva¡d and Portage Avenue at Moray Sreet. The AVDP also includes
construction of two, two-lane bridge strucnrres, four-lane-divided connecring approaches for the

Charleswood Bridge. Connary

m the "Plan Winnipeg

Towards ?ß10," proposal that

tbe

Charleswood Bridge be designated as a truck rout€, this thesis recommends that the Cbarleswood

Bridge should be r¡sed only for auûomobile naffic. There a¡e two reåsons fon this view:

Firsr, introducing tuck naffic to the proposed Charleswood Bridge would only serve to reinEoduce
the existing traffic problem between Grant Avenue and Academy Road on Kenaston Boulevard to

residential areas in the Varsity View, and Ridgedale deveþmens, and others areas shown in Plate

A.

Second, truck access to the multimodal facility at the airport could be achieved via the existing

Wilkes Avenue and Perimeær Highway inærchange or by making exclusive r¡se of the Perimeær
Highway and the inærcbange at Rosser Road-
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Forn Mile Road extension across the northern segment of the Airport plaming area is considered
to be improper becar¡se implementation of such a plan would create a ba¡rier to fuh¡re expansion

of the runway to the nortb-

Inhter Bouleva¡d widening to a fourlane divided roadway from King Edward Sreet ø Route 90
is recommended in Plan Winnipeg for construction This improvement is relevant

ûo the airport

becar¡se Inkster Bouleva¡d combined with Sturgeon Road provides a link to the west and northwest

pars of the multimodal facility, providing an alternative

ûo Portage

Avenue and Rouûe 90; an{

Silver Avenue Corridor, linking Saskarchewan Avenue with Empress Street (via Sc Matthews; oneway westbound) and St James Sneet (via Silver Avenue; one-way eastbound) is propæed to cross
the south end of the airport, connecting Saskaæhewan Avenue (near Snrrgeon Creek) to Sr James
and Fmpress Street.

lhis requires new railway

crossings at the

Cl{ Oak Point line. However, the

Silver Avenue route extension would be of equal or greater benefit to the airport and indr¡strial
developments around the airport. The key advantage of the conidor would be in providing a free-

flowing truck route between the airport-east and (potential) airport-west development are¿ìs
(including the Murray Park industrial area).
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43.1

Water

Full development of the site on the west side of the airport requires the insallation of a compleæ
water distribution system and a new supply main from the city.

If

water supply poses a problem, water

súorage facilities may be needed ûo supplement the city's waær supply drning peak periods

the present

ri-e,

the city of Winnipeg supplies water to

of demand. At

WIA ftom several watemâins. These

are located adjacent to the va¡ious airport development areas.

waúermains

Tte city faces no problem in meeting cunent

domestic waær demands. However, the propæed siæ does not have adequaæ flow for fire proæction needs
becar¡se

of the extensive land area to be serviced. fsn¡nfs on parts of the west side of the airport

serviced by an underground water disribution system, rmlike tenants such as

Air

are

Canad¿ who to provide

their own waær holding tanls which are filled by commercial trucls. The propæed multimodal on-site and
off-siæ container facilities wouldrequire an extension of the water distribution system from the Munay Park

industrial area, and would also serve the needs of the ERF.
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Wastewater Disposal

V/ith the exception of the system on the south side which is owned and operaæd by the Deparment

of National Defence, sewage collection systems at the airport a¡e all owned and operaæd by Transport
C-anada. Most

of the airpon sewage collection systems are in generally good condition and bave adequaæ

capacity fo¡ cu¡rent sewage volumes. With the proposed multimodal development, a general increase in
water usage on the site

will

increase the wastewater output volume and increase the sEain on the city's

combined s€wer wasûewater system which is running ¿¡ nlmssf near capacity. To avoid the possibility of
the

Cit/s

sewer system ftom overflowing, requires installation of a complete sewage mllection system and

ptmping sation with a new sewer fslcemein. The three altematives are as follows:
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Connect waste\ryater at the off-site facility to the King Edward and In*ster Bor¡levard facility;

2.

Connect wasúewater at the off-siæ facility

to the existing wastewater faciliry at Mrrray

Park

indr¡strial facility; or,

3.

Develop a new off-site wastewater disposal facility at a cost of approximaæly $22 million in

a

suit¿ble location that could be used to accommodate effluent and wastewater ftom the new
multimodal development.

433

Storm lVater Drainage

Field drainage on the airpon is largely influenced by Omand creek and Trnor creek watersheds,
and to a lesser extent by Sturgeon Creek

All tl¡ee creeks flow downstream through

the adjacent residential

community, and indr¡strial and commercial areas of St James Assiniboia, and empty into the Assiniboine
River. The drainage system consisæ of bu¡ied

pþs

surface water. The water is then deposited into
storm

rÈ¡ater

and open dirches which collect sr¡rface runoff and suÞ

the two creels. Both drainage systems also b¿ve builçin

runoff controls. Becar¡se of higher run-off at the airport site, these controls were inco4lorated

to restrict outflow rates from the airport. Retention ponds at the airport also act as temporary sûorage for
excess storm-water. Together, these flood control meåsures could minimize poæntial impacts on the
downstream neighbourhood of St James.
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43.4

Electrical Power

fvfaniøba Hydro provides elecnical power to the airport via feeder lines for distribution

frm

sub

stations located on or adjacent to the different airport developments. Power for the air ærminal buitding,
administrative þ¡il¡ling, and the field elecnic center is also distribuæd ftom the central utility powerhouse

building locaæd to the east of the control tower. Essentially, there are nrrmeror¡s feeder lines to meet
expected load demands within the entire area, and Manitoba Hydro is poised to meet any electric power

denands tbat results ftom the development of a new multimodal facility on the west side of the airpct.

4.4

HVYIROIIMEI{TAL IMPACTS
The impaa of indr¡snial development is multifacete{ and the tbree ways of dealing wirh rhe

envi¡onmental impacts include the following: elimination of the impacq mitigating the impact, and impacts

that cannot be deålt witb. Impact areas in the muttimodal development include noise, ecology, drainage,
visual pollution, and pedesnian safety. Also, a new multimodal facility cân generate employment, and
income. It can also qread pollution of one form or another and disnrpt the existing way of life for the local

population For example, poæntial disruption from aeroplanes, trucks, and rail, particulady because of noise

resulting from 24 hou¡s multimodal operation, visuål pollution, and air-borne pollutants could lead to
additional impacts on healt[ safety, convenience, and on the social well-being of the local population rhese
concenrs b¿ve more to with the disruption of established patærns

of hrman behaviour, and feelings of

ranquility and safety and a¡ise largely from physical processes such as the emission of polluøns, noise,
and so on, and may be regarded for the most pa¡t as secondary outcomes

of

immediate natural

envi¡onmental impacts. On the sths¡ hend, identification of the impact of the multimodal developrment and

industry on social well being does not lend iself to the kind of æchnical analysis that may be appropriaæ
where readily measr¡rable physical qruntities are involved-
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4,4.1

Noise

Given the nature of the multimodal development, the effecs of noise from aeroplanes, rail and
trucks are numeror¡s. Both physiological and psychological effects of hrman expæure to high noise levels
have been identified (CMHC, 1981). Consequently, it is believed that individuals erposed to excessive noise

above 55dB are likely ûo eryerience ,nnoyance, sleep interference, and intemrption of activities such as
conversation, reading, lisæning to the radio and waæhing ælevision (see Figure 4). As was alluded to
earlier, the first step involved in effectively d""ling with any noise problem involves its identificatio'n and

dascription Although the multimodal facility, the airport, railways and roadways are expected to be major
contributors ûo community noise, every noise situation is different.

Deærmining the extent of the noise problem involves comparison of a given noise ûo acceptable
sound level limits. The 1984 Master Plan by Transport Canada note that "the Noise nryærne Forecast

(NEÐ is the methodology adopæd by the Federal Governments of Canada and the Unired Saæs for
predicting a single number rating of the cumulative noise inruding into the airpon commrmitiqs" (p. 18).

Satistical analysis of sociological surveys indicaæ that the proximity of residential commrmities
adjacent ûo roads, airpors and railway lines cannot be classifîed strictly according to peoples reactions,
excêpt in satistical terms. However, there is consensr¡s tbat between 55dB and 75dB highway Eaffic noise
becomes macceptable without adequaæ sound insulation of adjacent homes.

Rail noise

¡ limiæd and inærmitænt around the airport site. However, unlil@ aircraft and rail noise

which are atribuable to a specific aeroplane or train, and generate higher levels of a more intermitænt
nah¡re, road traffïc is anonymous and fluctuates in a more or less regular fashion tbroughout the day. This

is most aptly described in the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation Report (19S1) titled "Road ¡nd

Rail Noise: Effecb on Housing." This evaluation of raffic noise suggesæ the following.
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The noise problem can be considered under three broad headings: source, propagatim, and
receiver environmenl In the c¿se of surface traffic noise, the sor¡rce is traffic, made up
of a varying number of vehicles of different types and the roadway or railway track on
which the traffic moves. The propagation of the noise is influenced by tbe level of tbe
road o'r track above or below the sr¡rrounding grade, the disønce and shielding between
the road or track and the receiver, and the type and configrration of the grormd betrveen
them. (CMHC, 1981; p.5).

At the airport site, aircraft noise and its effect on the adjacent comnunity of S¡
an important environmental concern for the multimodal operation

fts

James constin¡tes

main source of noise ¿çsording

ûo

Transport Ca¡ada's 1984 Masær Plan focuses on "aircraft operations such as take-offs, landing, and taxiing,
ai¡craft engine mâintenaince nm-ups, and va¡ior¡s grormd support equip,menf (p.1S). The report suggests tbat

aircraft operations produces by far the most sipificant noise, affecting the widest area of the adjacent
commrmities. Also, noise conûours do not indicate anoise problem in ærms of noise level in the sunounding
communities, but such a problem might emerge because

flightt could

be perceived as a problem when there is less

if

the airpon operates for Vl.hours, then night

bacþound noise. Although the facility is locaæd

at the urban periphery, its close proximity to hor:sing and residential neighbourhood requires ca¡eful
planning ¡e mini¡i2s noise annoyance that is likely to result from the multimodal development, and
"residential development with adequaæ sound insulation could be allowed up ûo a noise level of 75 dB"

(CMHC, 1981; p. 9).
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As a consequence of noise problems, numeror¡s studies have been ca¡ried out to deûermine the toal
noise eryosne of areas near aircraft ake-off and landing flight paths. Nonetleless, the characæristics of
each sin¡adon makes

it virarally impossible to define the extent of each and every noise problem that could

occur around airport multimodal site. By utilizing forecasts of the number of aircraft movements, the mjx

of aircraft, and nmway utilization, this method determines contours of co¡stant noise eryæure values. In
the City of Winnipeg's Airport Vicinity Development Plån (AVDP) for The international Airporr, these
contours bave been developed after carefi¡l consideration

ofair traffic cbaracæristics which include

the types

of aeroplanes, and the ftequency of landings and take-offs. Consequently, before any noise mitigation
measures can be considered

it is essential to lnow the source of the noise, o¡ where the noise is tikely to

exisg and the extent and nature of that noise.

4.4.2

Noise Mitigation

himary noise sources are expected

ûo arise

ftom aircraft, rail, truch, and other va¡iables such

as

industrial and commercial activities. Other secondary noise sources include variables such as the hor¡rs of
operation, associaæd traffic noise and the nature of the noise sor¡rce

- (i.e. consant, infrequent, impulsive

or erylosive). As can be imagined" air, road and railway raffic will generate different levels of noise.
$imil¿¡ly, each indr¡strial r¡se will produce a va¡ied level of noise. This mal<es it impossible to specifrcally

identify all the sin¡ations which m.ay occr¡r once the multimodal facility is in place.

The CMHC report titled "Road and rail noise: Effects on Housing" and anotler snrdy, by the
Onario Ministry of Mrmicipal Affairs and Housing titled "Iånd rse Planning for noise contol in Residential
Commrmities," suggesb three poæntial solutions to the noise problems which have been identified. Fint,
the noise sor¡rce may be controlled. Second, the path of the noise may be blocked by some barrier such as

berms or walls.
noise.

Third it may be possible to

separate the noise source from land r¡se tbat is sensitive to
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The

¡tsú solution which deals with the abatement or control of noise covers two jurisdictions,

(Ræser and Winnipeg) and is not a municipal responsibility. However, in some cases, it may þg pmsible
to regulaæ the source of the noise by municipatities (rrVinnipeg and Ræser) adopting Noise Control By-I-aw.

Noise Control By-Iaw provides municipalities with the legal authority to control noise pollution rmder the

Municipal Act or the Environmental Protection Act

by

stipulating the kind of multimodal develo¡nnent

that could ake place within specific zones. The Ont¿¡io Planning Act also provides a legislative framewuk

fo¡ noise control measures to be implemented in the land-r¡se planning process at all

scales.

Under the Planning Act, municipalities are authorized to produce Official Plans which
provide general statements on the goals and objectives of the municipality. The
mrmicþlity is also authorized to produce a Tnwng By-Iaw which provides a legally
enforceable interpretation of the Official PIan goals. It is tbrough these nvo docrmenûs
(ogether with the municþlity's involvement in the subdivision and site plan process) tbat
a municipality is enabled ûo act under the Plenning Act ûo have regard for the envi¡onment
in which its citizens live. (Government of Onta¡io, 1974; p. l3).

Tlare

second solution provides an engineering solution ûo the noise problem. Although aaffic

engineering recop.izes noise problems, engineering solutions can deal with noise only in limited ways such
as the

construøion of berms where major noise problems exist. Also, berms may be considered

ûo be a

more

aesthetically pleasing noise mitigation measr¡re'han walls, and they also require considerably more work
ûo maintain their appearance.

In order for such acoustic barriers to be effective, they m¡st be solid,

continuous, and without gaps or holes, and mtst be reasonably dense. Also, becarse of the psychological
perception of noise level, no line of sight should exist betrveen the noise source to the north-west and the

residential housing in the Buchannn, Crestview, and Heriage Park commrmity of Sc James Assiniboia
which is the a¡ea being shielded.
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On the other hand, the need to locaæ berms in clæe proximity to the roadway at Saskaæbewan
Avenue and adjacent ûo houing developmenæ in the Buchanan, Creswiew, and Heritage Park community

of St

James Assiniboia

nay present some unique problems. For example, three of the mæt frequent

problems encormtered when a berm is built c¿n tal€ the following form:

(a)

The sloping surface of a berm can deflect sound waves upwards rather tban towards the opposite
side of the roadway or railway. Therefore, noise levels on the opposite side of the roadway

will

not inøease as much with a berm as they will with a wall barrier, becar¡se berms absorb more
so¡md and deflects sound upwards, while walls reverberaæ sound;

o)

Locating berms along the buffer zone, and on Saskatchewan Avenue would profoundly result in
poor line of sight for drivers leaving the adjacent residential a¡eas and arning on Saskatcbwan
Avenue

þ¡¡5

if

access is permitted. However,

¡[s impact on visibility for drivers, and the presence of

pssns that the berms should be designed not to pose a potential hazardfor children playrng

on them. Therefore, the closeness of the berms to road and rail traffïc can be perveræd and

(c)

Berms can also have a negative

of drainage maintenance.

i-paa

on drainage becar¡se it is a banier tbat can pose problems
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Alternatively, w¡lls and fences which effectively mitigaæ noise bave the advantage of requiring
less maintenance and less space than an earth berm. However, like berms, walls draw attention to the fact

that a noise problem exists. In general, walls are not considered aesthetically pleasing compared to berms.

\\e thbd solutiom emphasi5sr land-use pl¡nning solutions which have been tried and proven
successñ¡l as noise control meåsrtres. These include spatial separation which puts some distance between
the noise soutce from the receiver, erecting barriers tbat involve topographic considerations such as berms,

or intervening structues zuch as single orienøted apartments, and acoustic barriers zuch as walls, and
fences; and, building designs to mitigate indoor noise levels, such as external sound insulation

Nr¡merous attempts bave been made to oipand operations at the airport with very litfle success due

to perceived problems of the psychological impact of noise at the homes. For example, the Transport
Canada Study (197Q titled "The Alærnatives to the Winnipeg Area Airport Sysrem" by the planning æam
atæmpæd to look at

all

aspec'ts

of the aviation system in relationship

ûo the coÍrmìrnity, how æchnology

and growth was eq)ect€d to ocsur, and how the city could take advantage of potential economic sains. The

study illuminated fou¡ key alærnatives, some of which have been introduced ar the airport (see Map Q: (1)
add another nmway; (2) move the southern end

of the major nmwa)¡s ñ¡rther north and adding

anotber

parallel nmway; (3) eryand the airport property to the north-west by over 2O0 acres, and (a) expand tbe
airpon by over 1J00 acres to the north-wesL The result of these propæed alærnatives tvas
airport to the

mrmicþlity of Rosser or Rockwood. As

north of the existing airpon

ûo

psys

the

stated earlier, eryansion is possible to the west and
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4.43

Ecology

Tranqnrt

Canada's (1976e) ecological study on

WIA provides useñrl information about ecologically

sensitive a¡eas which are considered unsuiable for airport development. The study looks at three major
aE)ects: plans and ¡nimals, aquatic

life and, ground and surface water. The report provides an invenûory

of data about the nanne of various plants and animals and their habitat, and discusses the consequences of
development at the airport An interesting point to keep in mind is the fact

tlat

the atea west of the airport

is wooded and sw¡mpy. The topography atso indicates that the dominant soil type is of rhe Black
Chernozems which is cbaracteristic of grassland conditions. The soil formation is made up of a sedimenary

strata, dominaæd by carboniferous rock such as limestone and dolomiæ with minor intrusions of shale,
granite and sandstones. This mal<e it difficult for melt water to drain properþ, which results in the swampy
conditions mentioned above. However, the solution for this problem includes the following: connecting the
wastewater ûo the King Edward and Inlsær Boulevard facility, connecting the wastewater with the facility
at Murray Park industrial area, or developing a wâstewaær faciliry

in a specific location at the off-siæ

facility as discussed earlier in section 4.3.2.

The problems at the airport site stem ftom the possibility tbat wildlife cor¡ld become øo
complacent about aircraft and roam the runway, and that

floch of bi¡ds

nest

in the approach area for

airctafts. Because birds are less bothered by aircraft than the aircrafts are by birds, precipiøtes the need to

plan in a manner tbat minimizes their interaction Therefore, given the nature of a multimodal operatio'4
one of the most relevant aspects of the study is the possible effect of birds on aeroplanes. This is also of

panicular importance

o

airport planners because of the fact ¡[¿1 "meny accidents have been anributed to

ai¡craft engines ingesting birds, and the enti¡e g¡innipeg area is affecæd with this problem" (Transport
Canada, t976; p. 1). The reåson this problem exists, resß on the fact tbat a¡eas to the north of the city æe
used duing the birds "migration for staging and nesting and ought to be avoided" (Tranqrort C-znada,1976;

p. 2). According to the report" development does not pose a th¡eat to aquatic life, and grormd and surface

wat€r components. Insæad" urbanization and the proposed development of a land-fill

in Ræser, 11
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kilomeærs from the Airport could pose a more serior¡s problem becar¡se planes

fly

as low as 330 meters

above the proposed landfill site. Traûspott Canada's deparmenal standards suggests th¿t landfills shor¡ld
be located at leåst 8 kilomeúers ftom W.I*A,., but has epressed no conoens about the impact of the landfill

on aviation safety.

Nonetheless, a Transport Cånada report titled "The Alter¡ative Deveþment hocess" notes tbat
afær carefr¡l consideration of a number of consnains such as air space and ecological factors, a¡eas nortb,
east and south-east of the airport were found to be suitable for development The report suggess tbat "by

moving existing aircraft operation more to the north and north-west, eryanding the area of the existing

ai4nrt, and therefore lessening the negative aspects of aircraft operations" Transport Canada, 1976; p. 9).

lhe curent

proposals are to epand the runways to the north and north-west of the airport planning area.

4.4.4

Impact on Residential Neighbourhood

Impacts such as hru¡an sensitivity to dr¡st ftom the developm.ent, and noise from aeroplanes,

railway locomotive, and trucking operations on the adjacent neighbourhood of Sr James-Assiniboia
raised and continues ûo raise concen$. Therefore, the location and

has

desip of the on-site and off-site facilities

are situated ûo minimize their impact on people by providing, for example:

A buffer between the off-site facility

and the residential areas, and road access and exit poins

through Saskatchewan Avenue, which is the prefened route for

7

Trucls

are able ûo reach the Perimeter Highway with

truch to minimiss ¡sise;

liale or no noise tra¡smitæd to the residential

commrmity tbat is located just south of the proposed on-site and off-site locatiøs, and
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3.

Additional environmental steps zuch as directing the entry and exit route for all truck to the
inærcbange at Rosser Road"

Off-siæ facilities (see Map Q are locaæd away from the commrmity of St James-Assiniboia, and
highway and road that access the Airport site from the city fabric would require assessing the poæntial noise
and safety problems o roads (e.g., Surgeon Road Moray Street and Silver Avenue).

4.5

CONCLUSION

The consensus is that the multimodal facility minimizes duplication, and raises the distinct
pæsibility of relocating CPR's Wesûon Shop and Yards, and clæure of CNRÍs V/ilkes Yard which is locaæd
near the Tuxedo community. The multimodal container facility is pæitioned to minimize the nunicipality's

financi¿l responsibility for excessive road and infrastructure repairs resulting ftom truck traffic becarse a
multimodal container port development at the W.I.A. siæ would shift truck raffic from the municþl sEeets
to the rmder-r¡sed Perimeter Highway.

The concept plan that bas been proposed in this chapær could be used in tandem with both

Mudcipalit)/s Official Pla¡, and enables both Winnipeg and Rosser to provide a cuide for funre
development and to indicaæ the location of services and facilities within the desired development area. Tte
research demonshates that effective noise mitigation measures ought

ø

be considered at an early stage, and

incorporated in the planning process by conducting an E.I.A. study. However, noise pollution appeaß not

to be a significant facûor at the present time.
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In ærms of accessibility, truck transportation can be enhanced by eryanding tbe major regional
sEeets around the airport, and providing 24 hour truck access through Saskatchewan Avenue and Snngeon

Road- On the other

han{ as was mentioned earlier in section 4.4.4,

tÐ avoid complainæ ftom St James

residents, truck traffic could be betær served by using the partially developed intercbange at Rosser Road
and the Perimeær Highway. Assuming that there is a tinkage ûo silver Avenue, this route in association with

Munay Park Road and Moray Street can provide a vital access to Kenaston Avenue @ouæ 90) south- These
routes, in conjrmction with existing truck routes and the Perimeter Highway could provide the best acoess

to Manitoba's Highway system, and integraæs the necessary conditions in faciliøting the easy flow of
trucking to markets in Canada and the United States, without causing excess deterioratim to City s6eets.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND POLICY RECOMMENDATION

5.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Cbapter One showed the importance attached to the transporation indrstry in the City 6f \try'innipsg,
and the influence of æchnological innovation in the

innovation as the driving force

in

Cit/s indrunial

a¡eas. The sig¡ificance of æchnological

fteight transportation ultimaæly led

to

innovations such

as

contåinerization, modal inærcbangeability of çs¡¡ains$, mr¡Itimodalism, and Electronic Data Inærchange
(E.D.I.) for warehousing, container and freight ca¡ identification, tracking freight, and management purposes.
From a regulatory point of view, government deregulation and trade liberalization in both Canada and the

United States have acceleraüed the influence of multimodalism in the nansportation industry.

In Chapter Two, both the theories of "Growth Pole" by Perroux (1950) and "Industrial Location"
by ri/eber (1929), showed why the W.I.A. site cor¡ld result in the formation of a growth pole. Growth pole
explains the regional interplay of the W.I.A. siæ which falls under the two municipal jurisdictions of Rosser
and Winnipeg. Consequently, it is shown that indusnies that are in close proximity to the W.I.A. site could

derive operational benefits in ærms of achieving transportation

"*1

s¿yings because of its proximity to a

sipificant proportion ef $/innipeg industries, and the benefits of information exchange, by locating in the
area. Together, both theories provide the rational for an inhnd multimodal container port which could act
as a saging pæt for inær-city, intra-ciry, nansnational, and international goods movemenl

Chapter Three focused on the analysis of the C.N.R. and C.P.R. sires, and the V/.I.A. siæ. The
conclusions reached include the fact that both existing inærmodal facilities have disadvanøges

in their

current locations, particularly where expr't*ion of these facilities is concerned" and suggests tbat

it would

be better

if

container operations at both sites were to be relocaæd on a new site adjacent to the Airport. In
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particular, there are environmental and other planning consraints at the existing C.N.R. and C.P.R. sites
which make them unfavourable for container operations. AIso, a new facility would require overlay zoning
to ensure integrity in land-rxe, and compatible development at the W.I.A. siæ.

Constraints at the C.N.R. site included the following:

o

Environmental impacts on the surrounding neigbbourhood along Kenaston
Boulevard

.

Ecological disturbance of Assiniboine Forest, and possibly Fort Whyæ Nature

Park

o

Distu¡bing ranquility of recreation at Assiniboine Forest;

c

The southern sections of the Tuxedo residential neighbourhood is adversely
affected by inærmodal operations and the associaæd environmental pollutioq

.

Canadian Forces Base residents facing Kenesbn Boulevard" benveen Grant
Avenue and Academy Road are affecæd negatively by environmental issues of
niose and amospheric pollution;

.

Truck naffic along Kenaston Boulevard also creates additional conflicß be¡ween
pedestrians and truck naffic;

r

Traffic Delays at Kenaston Bor¡leva¡d and the C.N.R. mainline cæt about

$1

milli6a; ¿¡d,

o

Grade separation and underpass at Kenaston Bouleva¡d and the C.N.R. mainlins

at a cost of $11 million would be necessary 1o alleviate the traffic delays.
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Consraints at the C.P.R. site included the following:

c

Expansion constrainß due to other railway operations at C.P.R. V/eston Shops
and the residences faccing Selkirk Avenue; and,

o

Environmental issues due to inærmodal and other railway operations at the
C.P.R. Weston Shops and Yards.

Conclusions from Chapter Foru empbasizes the following findings and issues involved

in

the

development of a multimodal container port at W.I.A.:

o

There is ample land to develop a multimodal container porq

o

Multiple land rses could be inroduced to achieve an integrated facility;

c

Creation of an Industrial Improvement Znne to facilitaæ the inroduction of
value-added manufacturing in close proximity to the multimodal conøiner port;

o

Introducing a Tariff Free Port at \ry.I.A. to attact additional foreign" and high
æchnology industries to rilinnipeg;

o

An on-site Fmergency Response Services unit to deal with potential accidents;

o

Tal€ advantage of good in-frastructure,

and potentially good Eansportation acc€ss

to and from m¡in highways;

.

Creation of a circular road to provide eåsy access to the multimodal conainer

port for all indusnies in the sunounding Airport area;
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Providing waste\r,ater service for the W.I.A. site at an estimaæd at $22 million;
and"

Protection

of Sturgeon Creek as part of the buffer zane tÐ alleviaæ ùainage

problems and other environmental issues at the V/.I.A. siæ.

5.1

POLICY REC OMMET{DATIONS
The policy recommendations

in this thesis cover three

areas

-

land-use and zoning policy,

envi¡onmental factors, and planning implementation, but some additional resea¡ch questions arose during
the course of this research, and they are outlined in section 5.2.

General Policy: The proactive planning initiative would provide
economy, based upon

ie

a stimuh¡s and

ransportation history that is reinterpreted

in

ærms

revitalization to

Winnþ(s

of today's æchnology

and

Winnipeg's unique geographic ¡rosition in North America as a landbridge and gateway.

Land-use and Zoning Policy:

Endorsement

of most of Plan \ilinnipeg Towa¡d 2010 with some mdifications

(e.g.

Saskarchewan Avenue, Charleswood Bridge, and the segment of Fou¡ Mile Road on the

northem part of the Airport would have to be justifïed for other reasons);

Continue the overall pattern of land-r¡se zoning in the north-west area

of the City

and

Rosser by implementing special use zoning for manufacturing and relaæd activities;

Develop a cohesive and inægrated road pattern and network in the north-west sector of
the city between Ræser and Winnipeg by providing a compleæ road 1ooy' aromd the
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Airporq

.

homote tuck route connection with the currently underused Perimeter Highway;

o

Provide a recreation zone to protect Sturgeon Cteeh and a buffer between the residential
and indr¡strial areas;

o

Decrease visual and noise pollution by building berms or walls, or by providing adequate
separation between the W.I.A. site and

¡

o

tle residential

areas;

Provide connection for wastewater to facility at the intersection of King Edward Street
and Inksær Boulevard, or build a new facility at a cost of approximately $22

millioq and,

The Tariff Free Port should bave a special zoning of iæ own to protect

it ftom other

activity areas.

Environme ntal tr'actom:

o

Conduct an Envi¡onmental Impact Assessment (E.I.A.) that involves ecological and
environmental protection, noise mitigation, and air pollution;

o

Conduct an E.I.A. including an environmental audit for provision of wastewater service
at the W.I.A. siæ;

o

Noise mitigation of aeroplane and nain

raffic, especially

site facilities; and,

.

Protect Sturgeon Creek as a recreation and park facility.

as

it relates

ûo tbe on and

off
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Planning Implementation:

.

Obtain consensus on proposed multimodal container port development tbrough a public

paticipation process;

o

Afær conducting an E.I.A., promote a staged development of the V/.I.A. site

ûo meet

short-term and long-term goals;

.

Place restrictions on the presence
1p

c

of haza¡dous freight at the multimodal container port

minimiTs 1þs impact of accidents;

Use buffer zone and spatial separation ¡s minimizs receiver-orienæd, and source-oriented

noise from the multimodal operations, and to protect new and existing residential
developments from the W.I.A. site; and,

.

Permit ærminal operations from Monday to Friday, between the hou¡s of 7:00 a.m. and
9:00 p.m., and on Sanrday and Sunday benreen 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., but continue
24 hou¡ operation of airport for air freight

5.2

FT]RTHER RESEARCH

In developing this thesis, it became clear that ñ¡rther research questions is thesis a¡e critical to the
overall development of the multimodal container port in rù/innipeg. The previous policy recommendations

in section 5.1 are based on the research presented in this the.sis, but it is assumed tbat additional research
would be tmdertaken, and that the findings might continue to validaæ the development of a multimodal
container port at W.I.A.. The resea¡ch questions include:
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c

Would the multimodal container port at w.I.A. create'twin growth poles'with the City's

Cenral Br¡siness Disnict (C.B.D.),? and would they be in competition with one anotber?

.

\rybat would be the effect of a multimodal container port at V/.I.A. on the surrormding

municþlities (including

Rosser), and the potential shift of population and development

to rural municþlities to the north and wesr of Winnþg?

.

What are the disbenefits of a mr¡ltimodal container port on other a¡eas of the City,
particularly east of the Red River?

.

What would be the outcome of a 'do ¡sthing policy - i.e., all current terminal facilities
remain where they are at present?'

.

\rybat would persuade C.N.R. and C.P.R. to

tu/

into the concept and move ûo

a

multimodal container port at W.I.A.?

c

If C.N.R. and C.P.R.
'W.I.A.

combined their facilities, but at a different siæ from the propæed

siæ,

1.

Wbat would the impact be on a multimodal container port concept?

2.

Where would a combined C.N.R. and C.P.R. multimodal container port be best
located?
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If a Ta¡iff Free Port (TFP) was not realized would the concept of a multimodal container
port still hold true?
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APPENDD( A

MULTIMODAL DISTANCES
AIR DISTANCES FROM WINNIPEG
Wínnípeg

Source: Sypher Muller

Hong Kong

11,576

Seaul

9,502

Taipei

10,948

Amsterdam

8,944

Franld¡rt

6,456

London

6,861

Paris

6,296
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RAIL TRUCKDISTANCES FROM WINNIPEG

Winnípeg

Destinetion

Distance (km.)

Chicago, IL.

1,324

Dulutt¡ MN.

1,749

Fargo, N.D.

3s6

Grand Forks, N.D.

233

Kansas City, KS..

1,336

Mnneapolis, MN.

734

Omaha" NE.

S"*,

l,t"r¡t"U" St¡p

UV

f** Ot*t ry

1,044
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APPENDIX B

IhIDUSTRIAL LA¡ID ST]PPLY IN \ryII\MPEG
IN"T{ENTORY OF VACA}IT IIYDUSTRIAL LA}ID BY SERVICING

AVAIII\BILMY

AS OF JAIIUARY,1994.

Communit¡r

F,rlly

Pertially

Serykeåbþ

SerYkrcd

Totel

Committee

Serviced

Servkrcd

Within 2-5

Re¡ewe

Suppty

Aree

(Acrer)

(Acrer)

Yearr (Acres)

(Acree)

(Acres)

Fort

t2.60

70.46

83.06

Rouge
St. James-

Qß%)
68.37

26.24

8.91

Assiniboia
I-ord Selkirk -

(3.5o/o).

9.10

6.&

105.60

u6.70

WestKildonan
EastKildonan -

20.69

170.06

n.8.

128.1 5

128.56

200.39

2t7.92

542.67

1,089.54_

(36.7%)

6.02

77.70

236.53

428.4r

- Fort Garry

TotaI

318.90
(10.7%)

St Vital
AssiniboiaPark

568.04

(te.r%)

Transcona
St. Boniface -

103.52

808.66
Q7.2%)

30534

454.79

656.75

1554-E4

297t.72

103v.

153%

2LlY.

523%

100y.

Souce: Cltv of Winnipeg, Yacû! Jnàtsmal I-Ø1d -

1991
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APPENDIX C

PROVINCIAL FT]EL TAX COMPARISONS
PROVINCIÄL FTIEL TAX COMPARISONS FOR 1994
Aeroplane -

Train -

Moto - Unleaded

Jet Fuel

Locomotive

Gasoline

(Cents)

(Cents)

(Cents)

Manitoba

4.2

9.5

11.5

Saskatchewan

7.0

15.0

15.0

Alberte

5.0

9.0

9.0

British Columbia

5.5

3.0

11.0

Ontario

2.7

4.5

t4.7

S*'P*¡rU¡f*C.æ"t--t*

¡fi ¡*n
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APPEI\DD( D

AIRLINE FREIGHT RATES
TRÄNS-CONTII{EI\NALTARITT' RATES FOR 20' CONTAINER

Origin

Destinetion

Minimum

þ.

Rate per

þ.

(s)

lllìnnþeg
Así¿
HongKong

7.79

Taipei

8.65

Tokyo

t4.49

Europe
Franlf.lrt

4.52

I¡ndon

3.95

Sor¡rcc:

C-.áim Airlis Intqo¡riæl - Ìvlrkcting Dvirioa fa Ah Cago (Iclçhoac

Intcrniøu,).

15¡l

TRÄNS.CONTINENTAL TARIIT RÁTES FOR 20' CONTAIIYER

Origin

Destinet¡on

MinÍmum

þ.

Rete per

þ.

($)
Mínneapolìs

Asía
HongKong

14.07

Taipei

7.94

Toþo

8.33

Europe

Fra¡ld¡rt

London

3.

*

Sourcc: C¡¡r¿dian Airlincs Intcrnarional - MartAing Divisioa for.A.ir

l9

3.58
Crgo (Iclçhone Interview).
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U.S. Freight Exports By Feeder Ports

[$'000'000,0fl): 1987 - 199U
Feeder Port¡

1987

r988

1989

1990

1991

4.4

6.7

7.4

6.9

7.1

18.7

24.9

31.7

38.8

41.7

Minneapolis,MN.

0.4

0.6

1.0

l.l

Lt

Duluth,MN.

0.8

t.4

1.4

1.0

1.0

Milwaukee, WI.

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Total Export Revenue

24.4

33.7

4t.5

47.8

50.9

P*ifn
Poflan4 OR.
Seattle,

WA

Gred Lakes

Sor¡¡cc: Br¡rc¡u of thc Ccngr¡s, Ststidical Abttrscl¡ of thc Unitcd StâtÆ - 1992.
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U.S. Freight Imports By Feeder Ports

[$'000,000,0fi): 1987 - 199f]
tr'eeder Portc

1988

1989

1990

199t

Pacfrc
Portland, OR.

5.5

6.9

6.8

6.7

6.3

Seattle, WA.

20.s

22.4

24.0

24.9

22.5

Minneapolis, MN.

1.7

1.9

2.3

2.4

2.6

Duluth,MN.

3.5

3.8

4.2

4.6

3.9

Milwaukee, WI.

l.l

1.3

l.l

1.3

1.3

Total Import Revenue

32.t

35.1

38.3

39.9

36.7

Greú Lskcs

Sor.¡roc: Br.¡rs¡u of rhc Ccnsus,

Shristic¡l Ab'rtractr of

thc

Unibd

Ststcs - 1992.
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APPEI\DD( E
CONTAINER RATES
coNTÁ,rNER RATES FOR ÁIR, RArL A¡rD TRUCK MODES

Losded ín

Vancouvû

çe¡lqiner Sizer (feeQ

De¡tination

Wìnnþeg

2Ofeet

40fed

45feú

r,208

I,672

I,839

48,000

60,000

60,000

Rail Rare ($)

Max. Wt.

(bs.)

Terminal Service

Charge($)
Notc: Any cotaiocr thct a(occ& thc EÐdnum wcight

80
fa a úaodrd

Sor¡rcc: Pereonsl Intcrvicw: C¡nadim R¡ilwey North Ancricâ, 1994.

ll0

ll0

ooataincr a obargc of $125 ir ryptied pcr containø.
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CoNTNNER RATES FOR AIR, RAIL AND ÎRUCK MODES

Losded ítt
Wìnnþeg

Ile¡tinetion

Container
Siz€r
20,40

&45

Forward

Empty

Rate

Reh:rn

($)

($)

feú
T¡uck Rúc (8)

950
900
950
1,400

Minneapolis, MN.
Sioux Falls, S.D.
Omaha, NE.
Kansss City, KS.

Notc: Stæda¡d Cæfai¡cr¡

Sor¡¡c¿:

rc mt to ctrc€€d 45,000

lb: - Total piclcep

Caadim Rrilway Nortb Ancrica @crroml Convcrætion).

a

dclivcry al rail hc¡d læstioo oo¡t¡ $10O.

450
470
640
810
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APPEhIDD( F

CONTAINER TRANSPORTATION COSTS
COMPARATIYE CONTAII{ER TRAñISPORTATION RATE:
WESTCOASTPORTS
Origin

Destinetion

40 fect Container

Coot ($)

Seattle, WA.

Gre¿tFalls, MO,

*

1,453

Portland OR.

Minneapolis, MN.

t

t,7 55

Portland, OR

Kansas City, KS.

*

1,77

Seattle, WA.

Omaha" NE.

t

1,596

Portland, OR.

Sioux Falls, S.D.

*

t,941

Vancouver, B.C.

Minneapolis,MN.

t

1,761

Vancouver, B.C.

Ka¡sas City, KS.

*

2,072

Vancouver, B.C.

Omaha,NE.

*

1,834

Vancouver, B.C.

SiouxFalls, S.D.

t

4

2,179
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APPE}IDD( G

CONTAINER TRANSPORTATION COSTS
Comparative Cost For 40' Multimodal Container -

Alternative Transportation Routes.
Total
I)estination

Cost
($)

Mínneapolis,

M.N.

Forward haul from
to Winnipeg

Vancouver

@51,782

Winnipeg to

Minneapolis

@ $1,060

Vancouver to Minneapolis

SeattleÆortland to St.

Paul,

MN@$r,s47
Backùaul of empties,

to Vancouver @

52,842

s2,884

St. Paul, to

Minneapolis,

S

2,166

M.N.@$61e

Winnipeg

$819

Backùaul of empties,

from

Minneapolis to pinnipçg
@ $s6o

$1,379
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Comparative Cost For 40' Multimodal Container -

Alternative Transportation Routes.
Total

Ilestin¡tion

Cogt

(s)

Cþ,
Kansas.
Kansas

Forward haul from
to Winnipeg

Vancouver pinnipegto

@51,782

Kansas City

@

$3,292

$1,510

Poflaud or Seattle to Kansas

sl,774

City

Baclùaul from Winnipeg
Vancouver

$g9l

to

Backùaul ûom Kansas City

\{innipeg @5920

to

$1,81 I
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APPEhIDD( H

CANADIAN PORT PERFORMANCE,
MANITOBA'S MODAL MD( FOR
MERCHANDISE, AI\D T]NITED STATES
EXPORTS Ah[D IMPORTS BY FEEDER PORTS.
Tonnage For Major Commodities Loaded At Pacific And Great Lakes Ports

For1991 &1992.
Freight Loaded

Region
Pacific
Great Lakes

Tonnes
Containerízed (%)
1991
1992
1991
80,014,903 78,908,792
2.9
9,753,262 140,012,546 n.a.

1992
3.5

0.2

Freight Unloaded

Pacific
Great Lakes

6,814,974 6,308,389
18,M7,M8 22,792272

Sor¡¡oc: Statistis Ca¡ads C¡t¡loguc No. 54.205

16.4
n.a.

20.9
0.3
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Manitobars Trnns{ontinental Freight Exports By Mode For 1991 - 1993.

Destination

Asia

Erportr

Air

S€¿

Lend

($'000)

(%)

(%\

(%)

1993

492,565

1.30

96.10

2.60

t992

619,073

0.s0

97.00

2.50

0.88

98.1 9

0.93

Yearr

1991

Europe

United States

545,873

1993

270,175

8.40

91.39

0.20

1992

251748

9.70

89.00

1.30

l99l

208,957

5.83

93.24

0.93

I 993

1,019,241

l.0l

0.84

98.15

t992

I,170,9s8

0.60

0.31

99.1 0

l99l

1,019,241

0.52

0.14

99.35

Sor¡roc: St¿tistic¡ Csrsdå C¡tslosuc No. 65,202 &.65.203
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Manitoba's Trans{ontinental FreÍgbt Imports By Mode For 1991 - 1993.

Origin

Ye¡r

Importr

Á.ir

Ses

L¡nd

($'0oo)

(%)

(%)

(o/.)

1993

228,86t

13.09

8.40

78.51

1992

222,587

21.02

6.73

't2.25

l99l

207,965

16.74

9.90

73.35

1993

340,739

52.58

13.90

33.52

1992

746,225

81.86

5.30

22.85

l 991

720,997

77.59

7.68

t4.74

1993

1,304,644

3.36

0.02

96.63

1992

1,139,029

3.66

0.00

96.34

99l

1,059,993

2.86

0.00

97.14

.4,¡i¡

Europe

United St¡te¡

t

Sæ:

Ststisticr Cæada Caralogæ No. 65.202 &65.203.

